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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1. Introduction 

One of the distinctive Lanna handicraft techniques that continue to be used to this 

day is lacquerware or “Kreung Kheun”. This specialized skill has been passed on from 

generation to generation and represents the way of life of the Lanna people. The traditional of 

lacquer coated in this region has been continuing for more than centuries. The most ancient 

lacquer object which found in this area is the red earthen water coolers stopper coated with 

lacquer in Hariphunchai period 663-1292 (Shaw, 1989: n.p.). A small fragment of Lanna red 

and black lacquer was found at the Doi Musser Tak Hilltop Burial Site, proving that lacquer 

was made in the area before the last half of the sixteenth century (Shaw, 1989: np). Lacquer 

production in Lanna revival period indicates that the lacquer technique was introduced by the 

Tai Kheun ethnic group which came from Keng Tung in Shan state, Myanmar and settled in 

Chiang Mai in 1804 during King Kawila’s reign. The relationship between Lanna and Tai 

people in the Shan state in Myanmar had generally been positive. There were shared religious 

beliefs and traditions in terms of art and culture. Both communities had similar cultures, 

including the art of lacquer, in their traditional beliefs, and the daily use of the lacquer items.  

Traditional lacquer objects in the North of Thailand, has two principal functions. 

First, the lacquer is used for coating bamboo houseware in order to render them water 

resistant. These products are light-weight and practical for use in daily life. Second, lacquer is 

utilized as a decorative expression of traditional beliefs. 

However, the changing way of life, influence from other cultures and 

globalization are gradually affecting Lanna lacquer production. The local wisdom in lacquer 

techniques has been disappearing because of decreasing numbers of lacquer artisans and raw 

materials This study explores the effects and evolution of the Lanna lacquer process and its 

impact on the current situation. Uncovering how the Lanna characteristic and lacquering 

culture in the context of traditional process was diverged to meet changing demand of Lanna 

Lacquer users in twenties first century.  
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2. Research Objectives 

The purpose of this study is to create Lanna lacquer objects using a new 

perspective as a way to describe, conceptualize and analyses the cultural of lacquer using and 

Lanna characteristics as expressed through new design lacquer objects. 

2.1 To study in depth history of Lanna traditional lacquer techniques and the 

changing of lacquer ware production. 

2.2 To create New Lanna lacquer objects by combining Lanna traditional lacquer 

techniques and Lanna characteristics in a contemporary context by concerning of lacquer 

properties by a new perspective and analysis of acoustic properties of lacquer. 

2.3 To encourage young local people to use the process of lacquer production to 

create new product and sustain the lacquer community. 

 

3. Statement of the Problem 

A primary survey of Lanna lacquer products found that problems of lacquer 

improvement can be divided into three categories:   

3.1 The fall in the number of lacquer artisans. The skills of the existing artisans 

are not being passed on to the next generation. 

3.2 The length of time that the lacquer process takes and the low remuneration. 

3.3 The lack of support in terms of new design development and the limited 

experience of the artisans 

 

4. Research Methodology 

This practice base research divided into three parts. 

First is carried out by literature review, related documents and in depth interviews 

with local craftsmen, historians, lacquer experts, designers and product users. Focus group 

discussions (which) include: 

Personal perspective of Lanna lacquer of the interviewees.  

Lanna lacquer history, lacquer artisans and their professional skill. 

Lanna lacquerware production and the changing of lacquerware market. 

Problems of raw materials for lacquerware production and local resources. 

Lacquer ware in others country in current situation. 

Second, Design experimental and analyze the relevance of the field of study to 

understand the traditional view of Lanna people in lacquer objects and the problems of Lanna 
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lacquer development. The Experimental design process  focus on traditional technique. New 

perspective were create under the concept of Neo Lanna with the following of Lanna 

traditional forms. The first group of prototypes were create then exhibited and evaluation by 

using questionnaires.  

Third part presents the case study of new lacquer objects development. In depth 

focus on acoustic properties of lacquer coated on different kind of wood. Analyze and 

evaluated the sound quality and increasing of volume by objective and subjective sound test. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1  Research Frame Work  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2 research methodology  
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5. Scope of the Study 

 This applied research focuses on creating the new perspective on Lanna 

lacquering by the study of traditional technique and Lanna characteristic with applied to 

design process. The case study presents the new objects by the idea of using lacquer in this 

current situation under the problem of lacquer development in area of the study in eight 

northern provinces of Thailand.  

New lacquer product (Acoustic box for iPhone) analysis has been carried out in 

the following area : traditional inspire into form and function, the effect of lacquer coated on 

the quality of sound by difference kind of wood, the new perspective on Lanna lacquering in 

new product. 

The study does not cover comparison study with other kind of audio speakers.  

 

Table 1 Gantt chart of the study 

 

year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

month 2 3 1 1 2 3 1 2 1 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 

1. Literature review and 

related research 

                  

2. Develop the proposal                   

3. Define the objective 

and scope of research 

                  

4. Preliminary concept                   

5. Case study 1 source 

of data 

                  

6. First prototype                   

7. Exhibition and 

evaluation 

                  

8. Design refinement                   

9. Hypothesis 

experiment 

                  

10. Case study 2 Design 

development 
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Table 1 Gantt chart of the study (Continued) 

 

year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

month 2 3 1 1 2 3 1 2 1 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 

11. Exhibition and 

Presentation  

(design feedback) 

                  

12. Design Analysis                   

13. Journal Publishing                    

14. Editing the book of 

thesis 

                  

 

Remark: (1) is January-April; (2) is May-August; (3) is September-December 

 

6. Limitations of the study 

 6.1 Time – Prototype making and design experiment took a long period by 

lacquer production process. Each layer of lacquer coated need 4-5 days at least to dried. It 

depended on the weather and humidity as in winter season this step took 10 days on every 

time coated and every prototype need at least 5-6 layers to last finished .To develop the next 

model need to waiting for the early model production finish to analyze before the next 

develop. The prototype should be simplified to variable control for standard testing. 

 6.2  Materials - Lacquer sap is expensive and valuable material. The lacquer 

artisan should  concern on the use of material before making the design decision to create the 

new product. As the primary survey on the lacquer market. The local craftsman use the 

synthetic material applied on the natural lacquer and it decreased the value of lacquer itself. 

The use of lacquer sap should educate to the local artisan to keep the value of natural 

materials and local handicraft technique. 

 6.3  Product form – In case study presents only the traditional inspire from the 

trapezoid form. It was the limited creation to develop variety of form of the product but the 

idea in this case study can be applies to design other lacquer product development. 
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7. Research outcome 

7.1 A collection of New Lanna lacquer objects by combining Lanna traditional 

lacquer techniques and Lanna characteristics in a contemporary context by a new perspective. 

7.2 A series of acoustic boxes for iPhone which presents a case study of new 

lacquer object by concerning of lacquer properties and new process of lacquer production in 

contemporary context and new knowledge of lacquering process and new perspective on 

lacquer coated for acoustic properties in wood.  

7.3 Encourage young local people to use the process of lacquer production to 

create new product and co-operation with others lacquer communities for future development. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature reviews and related studies 

 

The study of literature reviews and related studies are in this research focus on 5 main 

areas including: 

1. Overview of Lanna History, Art craft and culture influenced.  

2. Lacquer use and production process from past to present. 

3. Current situation of Lanna Lacquer production and local communities.  

4. The history of Lacquer relation between Thailand and Myanmar.  

5. Overview of Asian Lacquer.  

6. Lanna contemporary design. 

7. Lacquer objects in 21st century and related studies.  

8. Chapter summary  
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Figure 3  Lanna map and eight northern provinces of Thailand. 

 

1. Overview of Lanna History, Art craft and culture influenced  

1.1 The Mon of Lamphon (Hariphunchai c.1200-c.1300) (Penth, 2000: 29) 

Haripunchai watercoolers with extraordinarily fine inlaid decoration were 

probably produced in the area of Lamphun – Fine Arts Department reports of kilns are 

dubious These wares were found in large numbers throughout the Tak Hilltop Burial Sites 

and can therefore be dated to the 1350 – 1550 period (Shaw,1855: n.p.). They were probably 

made for ritual purposes – many watercoolers from the burial sites had a stopper, often 

lacquered. The traditional technique of watercoolers or Nam – Ton making continue to this 

day in Lamphun and Chiang Mai area. 
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Figure 4  Haripunchai watercoolers: a stopper Lacquered, copyright John shaw 
 

1.1.1 Lanna First Period: The Founding of the KingdomFrom the 13th (but 

possibly earlier) to mid-14th centuries: Chiang Mai was founded by King Mangrai in 1296, 

the early Tai settlements on the west bank of the Mekong. (Freeman, 2001: 18) 

 Lanna arts: in the most traditional view of Thai art history they define 

the Early Chiang Sean Period. Tai images of the Buddha: a series of sophisticated and 

distinctive bronze casting found in the area of Chiang Saen that show the clear influence of 

the Pala and Sena schools of northern India between 8th to 12th centuries(Freeman, 2001: 18) 

 It seems that images of the Buddha from Pala and Sena schools in 

northern India reached the area in the hands of Buddhist missionaries travelling through 

Burma, or during the reported campaign of King Anawratha in the mid-11th century. 

(Freeman, 2001: 18) 

 The architecture, which is little and enclosed to Chedi, was influenced 

by Haripunchai & Burmese style. The success of Haripunchai notwithstanding, Mon Buddhist 

art appears to have been earnestly adopted by the Tai. 

1.1.2  Lanna Second Period: The Influence of SukhothaiMid-14th to mid-

15th centuries: reigns of King Ku Na, King Saen Muang Ma and Kind Sam Fang Kaen 1355-

1441. (Freeman, 2001: 19) 

 Lanna  art was influenced by Sukhothai in this period, Sukhothai art at 

this time also grow prosperity of Lanna that encouraged the Chiang Mai rulers to look beyond 

their own kingdom for religious inspiration. In particular, Ku Na invited the famous 

Sukhothai monk Sumana to Lanna, and built Wat Phra Yeun in Lamphun, Wat Umong Suan 

Puthatham, Wat Suan Dok and Wat Phra Boromathat Doi Suthep in and around Chiang Mai. 
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Saen Muang Ma began the construction of Chedi Luang, and some of the chedi in Chiang 

Saen were also built at this time. (Freeman, 2001: 19) 

 Lanna Sculpture shows Sukhothai influence, this period corresponds 

with the beginning of what is also known as Late Chiang Saen, or Chiang Mai Period, which 

continues through until the Burmese conquest. 

 Buddha images are, as before.They betray their Sukhothai influence in 

the oval face, slimmer body and more stylized overall treatment. The mouth remains small 

and fleshy, the eyes lowered, eyebrows separated and hair in large curls. This increasing 

stylization, applied to the more human Pala face (Freeman, 2001: 19) 

1.1.3  Lanna Third Period: The Golden AgeMid-15th to mid-16th centuries: 

reigns of King Tilokaraj to King Muang Kaeo 1441-1526. (Freeman, 2001: 20) 

 This was apex of Lanna art, which flourished in all forms during the 

economic prosperity of these reigns. King Tilokaraj commissioned the building of Wat Chet 

Yot in Chiang Mai, based on the design of the Mahabodhi Temple in Bodh Gaya, India, and 

organised the Eighth World Buddhist Council here in 1477. Military successes included the 

capture of Sukhothai and Si Satchanalai, enabling Tilokaraj to bring craftsmen back to Chiang 

Mai and so add their skills to the local artisan base, as well as more Sukhothai stylistic 

influence. Tilokaraj also established direct contact with Sri Lanka, then the centre of 

Theravada Buddhism, and Lanna art so acquired some Sri Lanka characteristics. 

 In sculpture, this period corresponds with the continuation of Late 

Chiang Saen. Chiang Mai, the Sukhothai influence continues, and traces of Ayutthaya and U-

Thong styles begin to be seen, among them some images dressed in royal attire and crowned. 

Beyond the Lanna capital, centres such as Phayao, Nan and Fang began to develop local 

stylistic variation. 

 Spiritual development was paralleled with material development. 

Infrastructure projects, architect and expert craftsmen, exploration of natural resources such 

as lacquer. (Freeman, 2001: 20) 

1.1.4 Lanna Fourth period: Decline and Burmese Occupation Mid-16th to 

mid-18th centuries: 1526-1774 (reign of King Chettharat to the end of the Burmese 

suzerainty). (Freeman, 2001: 21) 

 These two centuries were the period of decline, beginning with 

succession disputes that were followed by the subjugation of Lanna by Burmese forces under 

King Bayinnaung. Court patronage of the arts ceased and economic hardship was the 
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inevitable result of battles, skirmishes, rebellions and reprisals. Art became a local matter, and 

there is evidence of Lan Xang and Burmese influence. A notable exception of excellence in 

religious architecture was Wat Phumin in Nan, built in 1596 during a period of period of 

relative peace following the death of the Burmese king (Freeman, 2001: 21) 

 Some Buddha images were created in this depressed period. The 

characteristics from Laotian kingdom of Lan Xang in 1564 such as ‘bat’ ears and sharply 

pointed, ridged nose begin to be seen in Lanna images. 

1.1.5 Lanna Fifth Period: The Revival and integration of Siam Late-18th to 

20th century: reign of Chao Kawila to direct Siamese rule. (Freeman, 2001: 22) 

 The end of the Burmese occupation heralded the revival period of 

Lanna art. Kawila re-settled Lanna extensively, and this included the city of Chiang Mai , 

which after the ravages of war was abandoned from its recapture in 1776 until 1796. From 

this period Lanna characteristic makes up Lanna architecture which can be seen today. Earlier 

Lanna architectural and decorative styles were recreated (Freeman, 2001: 22) 

 Burmese influence is marked because of the influx of Burmese teak 

merchants accompanying the British logging initiative of the 19th century, who 

commissioned wat for their own use, while the western part of Lanna, now the province of 

Mae Hong Son, was settled almost exclusively by Shan (Freeman, 2001: 22) 

 The terms Burmese and Shan are often used interchangeably, but the 

people who moved here for teak were Shan ethnically, even though by the 19th century many 

had absorbed mainstream Burmese tastes in religious architecture. The influence of the 

British can be seen mainly in domestic architecture, with a European distribution of living 

space and gingerbread decoration. Finally, as Lanna came more and more under the control of 

Bangkok, Rattanakosin influence began to creep into the religious architecture (Freeman, 

2001: 22) 

1.2 Lanna Crafts and culture 

 The attractive art and unique culture in Lanna reflect its heritage. Ancient 

objects and historical sites tell the storyline of the glory of its past. The history along with 

natural environment has determined the lifestyle and cultural identity of its people. 

Consequently, though there are several separate groups of people residing in this large 

geographical area and share the identical cultural beliefs and practice. 
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Figure 5 Lacquer used in Lanna court: Chao Boonyawat, Chao Nan Suriyawong 

Source: “Lacquer used in Lanna court” accessed October 14, 2014, available from 

http://board.postjung.com/topic.php?id=565027&page=1 

 

 A result of strong Buddhist faith still seen today in art and architecture. 

Moreover the existing Lanna perceptions, lifestyles and cultural beliefs are also presented 

among the local people through these present times. The merging of Buddhism and Animism 

make Lanna rituals and civilization unique. Since Lanna people traditionally lived in Bamboo 

stilt houses, it is not practical to use weighty wooden furniture and heavy utensils. People, 

therefore, prefer using the light basketry and lacquerware. As a result, a great number of light 

household and ceremonial objects are produced to serve daily needs and cultural functions 

with its great and refinement, Lacquerware was highly admired among Lanna people. 
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eventually have become part of Lanna culture. Since art and architecture in Lanna arise from 

strong Buddhist belief, understanding Buddhism is a perfect means to truly understand the art 

and culture of Lanna society. 

 Lanna temple represents the Buddhist mythological universe. In this 

translation of the cosmology into the architecture, the Chedi is in the middle representing the 

Mount Meru. The sand ground is the sea and the Viharn and Ubosot represent the continent of 

the universe. The gate of the temple is the modeled of the exit way to the hell down below. 

 The rites and traditions reveal that Buddhism is not the only spiritual practice 

in Lanna. Ancestor Worship and Animism play important roles in Lanna people’s way of 

living. Animism was the original spiritual practice. It was also a mechanism used to organize 

and harmonize the society. These two belief systems merged together and it is therefore 

important to know about both systems in order to better understand the nature of Lanna 

people. 

 Art and architecture, still seen today, are the result of strong Buddhist faith. 

Moreover the old Lanna perceptions, lifestyles and cultural beliefs are also presented among 

the local people in these modern times. The merging of Buddhism and Animism make Lanna 

rituals and civilization unique.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 Chiang Mai Lacqureware production in the past.(National Archives Chiang Mai) 

  Lanna today consists of groups of people living in the eight provinces in the 

upper North of Thailand: Chiang Mai, Chiang Rai, Lampang, Lamphun, Phayao, Prae, Nan 

and Mae Hong Son. In the past, these provinces were distinctively related in term of culture. 

Arts and crafts are increasingly fascinating in this region until now. Buddhism has long been 

prosperous in Lanna and become their basis of life influencing tradition, culture and beautiful 
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lifestyle. The local Lanna people, some groups of people have permanently settled down here 

and eventually become ‘Khon Meung’. Migration of many group of people have taken up 

residence in Chiang Mail and brought together with the process of crafts works such as 

silverware lacquerware, basketry, pottery and papermaking. The creation of northern arts and 

crafts have been changing and developing by generation to generation. Today craftworks 

Lanna craftsmen inherited by their ancestors. ( The craft design service center, 2006)                        

 Since Lanna people traditionally lived in Bamboo stilt houses, it is not 

practical to use weighty wooden furniture and heavy utensils. People, therefore, prefer using 

the light basketry and lacquerware. As a result, a great number of light household and 

ceremonial objects are produced to serve daily needs and cultural functions with refinement, 

Lacquerware was highly admired among Lanna people. 

 Everyday used objects of Lanna people are made from different materials 

depending on the function and the social status of the user. For instance the basketry like a 

sticky rice container or a fish trap including the pottery like pot, flower pot and vase are used 

in daily life. 

 1.2.1 The Lanna art and crafts characteristic. 

  Architectures in human scale round shape motif and trapezoids form 

objects this characteristic are appeared in this region. Most of Viharns in the temple in 

northern Thai area are smaller than in central Thailand, Lanna motif and decorative details 

present round shape and long shot image. House and custom objects for Lanna ceremony  

1.2.2 The meaning of motifs and structures on traditional Lanna 

 The design motifs and forms of Lanna lacquerware are in general 

connected to Buddhist beliefs. For instance, the lacquerware can be adorned with decorative 

designs symbolic of specific stories, namely the story of the Lord Buddha, the figures of 

“Devas” or Demi- gods, or the presentation of flora and fauna, all of which indicate the hope 

to attain auspiciousness and a fulfilled livelihood. In the following section some of the most 

common design motifs found throughout Lanna will be discussed. 
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Figure 9 Devas motif in manuscript chests  

Source: Narongdaj Dokkeaw March 27, 2012. 
 

1.2.2.1 The Episodes of the Life Story of the Lord Buddha 

 The use of episodes of the life story of the Lord Buddha as a 

decorative theme of Buddhist places was done in Lanna as early as in the King Mangrai 

dynasty, particularly during 16th century when the beliefs in 28 Buddhas were transcribed in 

“Lai Kam” (gold gilded technique) ornamentation in temples. The motifs symbolic of the folk 

beliefs in episodes of the Lord Buddha’s life are also present in the ornamentation of Buddhist 

religious utensils like the “Dhamma pulpit” (for monks to give sermons), manuscript chests 

and flower vessel scan be seen in cylinder shape and trapezoids form. The views of the expert 

Vithi Panichapan a dedicatedhistorian and highly respected authority on northern Thai 

culture, and on Lanna tradition and culture are as controversial as he is respected, and as 

cynical as he is idealistic (Farrell, 2009) 
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1.2.2.3 Buddhist Cosmology and Himaphan Creatures 

Elements of the universe and Himaphan animals are present 

in the decorative designs of lacquerware for ritual performances, (Surapol Dhumrikul, 2001) 

following the beliefs in the story of Traiphum or the Three Worlds with Mount Meru being 

the center of Universe. It is reflected in various kinds of Lanna arts, whether in fine arts, 

architecture or lacquer works.  The belief in “Ketkeaw Chulamanee” chedi, situated on the top 

of Mount Meru, encompasses the Three Worlds according to Buddhist cosmology. It does this 

through the presentation of a circle ground with seven planes stacked one upon the next in 

layers as mimicked in lacquer containers used during worshiping ceremonies. In gilded 

lacquer decorative designs, Buddhist cosmology also is illustrated in the painting of 

Himaphan animals. The composition with such creatures as rabbits and peafowl are symbols 

for the Sun and the Moon that are in orbit around Mount Meru. Certain lacquerware have also 

been designed to have form similar to the Three Worlds. 
 
 
 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12 Lai Kam: Himaphan Laikam at Phra Sing Temple 
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Figure 13 12 year astrological by Narongdaj Dokkeaw 
 

1.2.2.4 The 12 Year Cycle 

 Animals that are the sign of different years in the 12-year 

astrological cycle are also a popular base of decorative design on lacquerware as they are to 

lead to propitiousness. According to legend, this adoption is related to the life story of Lord 

Buddha concerning the time of his reaching Nirvana. It is also related to the belief in the 

influence of the 12 clusters of fixed stars with the planets in orbit nearby. Different 

astrological conditions are believed to cause the changes in both good and bad and generate 

the birth-agingailment-death cycle or even incarnation. 

1.2.2.5  Flora and Vine Motifs 

 Forms of flowers and various creeping or climbing plants are 

popularly imitated in the design of lacquerware decoration and other Lanna arts. The flower 

and vine plants can be those existing naturally or created from imagination. They can be 

associated with symbolic belief, religion, and philosophy concerning their auspicious 

properties. The lacquerware found in Chiang Mai province, regardless of whether they are 

used in daily life or for ritual performing purposes, have been popularly decorated with flower 

and vine plants since the ancient times. These designs can be used to fill the empty space on 

the lacquer surfaces in the fashion compatible with various structures of lacquer utensils 

intended for different functions. (Surapol Dhumrikul, 2001) 
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1.2.2.6  The Lotus Flower or water lily. 

 The Lotus flower is a symbol of birth in both the Buddhist 

and Hindu beliefs. Consequently, the lotus decorative designs have become a part of the 

lacquerware form with particular details varying according to the skills and aesthetic 

perception of the craftsmen in each locality. Also consequential to the above beliefs, the use 

of lotus flowers as offerings has become symbolic. (Surapol Dhumrikul, 2001) 

 
 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14  Nantaram floral motif  

 

1.2.2.7 Designs Symbolic of Auspiciousness 

The “Purnaghata” are the figures of vase containing lotus 

and other flower bunches following the belief that they represent abundance and success. The 

“Purnaghata” symbol was of Indian origin, which was later transmitted to Lanna through 

Lankan.This symbolical belief still remains, as witnessed by the practice of placing flower 

vases as offerings to Buddha.The two dimensional “Purnaghata” designs can be seen in Lanna 

art through the gilded technique on the interior decorations of Buddha image halls in Lanna 

area as well as on the surface decorations of manuscript chests as expressions of tribute. 

(Surapol Dhumrikul, 2001) 
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Figure 15  The “Purnaghata”  Pong Yang Krok  Temple in Lanpang 
 

2. Lacquer use in Thailand and production process from past to present.  

The history of lacquer used in Thailand for more than 4000 years (Thai Art 

department, 2007). The same type of lacquer sap in Thailand and Myanmar is the sap of 

Melanhorrea usitata, a tree native in Southeast Asia. It differs slightly from the Chinese and 

Japanese species Rhus vernicifera. It is completely unrelated to the shellac, used in India and 

Europe, which is made from the resinous secretions of the insect Tachardia lacca.   

2.1 Type of Lacquer trees 

2.1.1 Rhus verniciflua  Stokes. or Japanese lacquer tree, Chinese lacquer 

tree, Japanese vanish tree, Chinese vanish wood, Oriental lacquer tree 

2.1.2 Rhus  succedanea L. or  Vietnamese lacquer tree 

2.1.3 Melannorrhoea usitata (Wall.) Ding Hou  or Burmese lacquer tree, 

Burmese vanish wood, Black lacquer tree, Thai vanish wood, Red zebra wood  

The composition of lacquer sap is  

Catechol/Phenol derivatives  60 -70 %  

Water     20 – 30 % 

Gum     4 – 10 % 

Enzyme laccase   1.5 – 2 % 

Glycoproteins    3 – 5 % 
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Table 2  Lacquer Component   
 

 

Lacquer tree 

composition / percentage 

Catechol/phenol derivatives Water Gum Nitrogen

Type Amount 

Rhus verniciflua  Urushiol 55 – 65 25 – 35 6 -12 1.5 – 3 

Rhus  succedanea Laccol 42 – 44 15 – 25 15 – 25 1.5 

Melannorrhoea usitata Thitsiol 55 - 65 32 – 35 5 - 7 0.1-0.2 

 

Source: “Lacquer components” accessed January15,2013 available from 

https://research.rdi.ku.ac.th/forest/ Project.aspx?Project Number=5220003001& 

BudgetYear=2010 
 

 
 

 

 

Figure 16 Chemical Structure (Kritsada Sukchewa: 2004) 

Source: “Chemical Structure” Lacquer components, accessed January15,2013 available 

from https://research.rdi.ku.ac.th/forest/Project.aspx?Project Number=5220003001& 

BudgetYear=2010 

 

The lacquer tree grows wild up to elevations of three thousand feet in the drier 

forests of Myanmar and northern Thailand. There seems to have been no attempt to cultivate 

it using plantation management techniques. Reaching six feet in girth when fully grown, its 

first branches begin thirty-five feet above the ground. It is particularly striking in full bloom 

when it assumes a mantle of thick creamy white blossoms which later turn to red. 

The wood of the lacquer tree is a rich dark red flecked with yellowish streaks. It 

acquirer a deeper tone with age. This hard, durable wood takes a high polish and is suitable 
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Figure 18  Lacquer sap purified before use 

2.2 Qualities of lacquer 

The good quality of lacquer is black lacquer which has just been tapped from 

the tree. It gives the best gloss as the water content is less than twenty-five percent. Second 

quality or brown lacquer contains up to 30-35 percent water. Inferior or yellow lacquer may 

have up to 40-45 percent water. It must be kept away from direct sunlight which tends to 

pucker and blister the lacquer. Although fairly warm conditions are required, temperatures 

above 120 degrees Fahrenheit are too high and will interfere with the setting process. The end 

of the rainy season (around September) is considered the ideal time for drying. At this time 

climatic condition are moist but not too hot. (Fraser-Lu, 1996: 8) 

Before being used, liquid lacquer is usually warmed in the sun for a short 

time. While warming it turns from a light greyish brown colour to a glossy black. 

Lacquer is somewhat caustic and has been known to cause inflammation of 

the skin. Prolonged exposure to lacquer can damage the lungs. Extended contact with lacquer 

within the confines of the cellar can also irritate the eyes.    

2.3 Base materials: wood, bamboo  

 In most cases the lacquerware process begins  with the construction of an 

object in either bamboo or wood. Many gilded and incised objects are made from wood. The 

best quality lacquerware is usually made from a base of bamboo. In the case of coiling, the 

bamboo is split into quarter-inch to half-inch wide strips. The first coil is held firm by 

interlocking. Subsequent strips of bamboo are added one after the other to achieve the desired 

shape. Throughout the process the artisan checks the object for size and taps it now and then 

to make sure that the bamboo coils fit together tightly. Trimming and shaving the object with 
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a sharp knife is also part of the process. Some objects might be made in two or three parts and 

later joined one on top of the other to create a continuous form. In the case of bowls the base 

in first woven on a flat horizontal surface resembling a stool. The centre is then pierced and 

placed over a spindle which rests on supports. A wooden would of the desired size and shape 

is fastened to the spindle and the walls of the bowl are pulled up and woven around it. 

(Fraser-Lu, 1996: 9) 

 

   

Figure 19 Coiling Bamboo in Sri-pan-Krua villege   

 

2.4  Preparing the surface 

 Once the base object is made, its surface must be prepared for lacquer 

ornamentation. The object is first sealed with a layer of lacquer which has been mixed to a 

fine paste with finely ground clay. This coating fills the larger interstices. The object is then 

put in the weather. After hardening the object is smoothed and polished with a sand paper on 

a primitive hand-operated lathe. Once the object has been polished, a second coating of finer 

material is applied. This material is made by mixing lacquer with finely sifted ash made by 

rice ash. The remainder of the process is one of continual smoothing and coating with lacquer, 

alternating with drying in the cellar until all the rough parts have disappeared. As the article 

comes closer to completion, the smoothing is more carefully done with variety of fine sanding 

paper. (Fraser-Lu, 1996:11) 

 The entire process including drying periods can take as long as six months. 

For everyday ware the process is completed with a final coat of fine quality lacquer. 
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Figure 20  Preparing Lacquer surface in Nantaram villege 

 

2.5 The decorative techniques 

 The decorative techniques used with lacquer are as many and varied as the 

number of artists practicing the craft, but the five most common traditional techniques found 

throughout Lanna are:  

2.5.1 Painting with cinnabar; red colour painted on black lacquer objects  

2.5.2 Inlay; glass inlay decoration of lacquer surfaces. 

2.5.2 Incising; engraving lacquer surfaces and filling with colour pigment. 

2.5.4  Surface relief; relief – molded lacquer decoration.  

2.5.5 Gilding; gold leaf applied to lacquer surfaces. 

 

  
 
Figure 21  Lanna Decorative Lacquer Techniques 
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2.6 Lanna Traditional Lacquer Objects 

 The survey and study on the structure of Lanna lacquerware in the form of 

manuscript chests reveals the creation of a new art form and techniques such as the glass 

inlay, gilding, painting and lacquer relief decoration. These techniques are used to illustrate 

Demi-Gods, “Purnaghata”, the mythological Himapan creatures and the episodes life of the 

Lord Buddha. The whole composition of the manuscript chests is related to its functional 

purpose, to keep the scripture. The distinctive shape of the manuscript chests and wooden 

pulpits found in this area is the trapezoid form called “Pakaban” 

 The belief that utensils to serve food to Buddhist monks and to Buddha’s 

image have to be neat, led to the attentive creation and selection of fine and elegant lacquer 

containers for either rice or Khan Tok (raised tray on pedestal). Their fineness and elegance 

can be seen in both their form and decorative designs. Such lacquer containers contain the 

elements of symbolic beliefs in Buddhist cosmology like Mount Meru, which comprises the 

Three Worlds. The study of Lanna lacquerware used for placing offerings found that the 

offering sets could either be “Khan Tok” or “Khan Dok”. They are both made of gilded 

wooden forms and have glass inlaid decorations of the lotus, symbolic of Buddhist faith. 

However, the Burmese counterpart of offering sets, have the structure of the topped Jedi form 

and is hypothesized to originate from the belief in “Ketkeaw Chulamanee”. Meanwhile, 

certain offering utensils are structured in seven layers of circles, probably originating from the 

belief of Sataboripan surrounding Mount Meru. Other details involving background color and 

decorative designs for each item in the offering utensil set may vary according to the beliefs 

and technical background of the craftsmen. 
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Figure 22 Traditional lacquer objects 
 

2.7 Lanna Lacquer Objects in Everyday Life (in the past) 

 These include items such as cloth trunks and betel nut boxes both of which 

demonstrate the traditions, culture, and way of life of Lanna people. The structure and 

decorative designs of the objects often reflect the status of their users. For instance, plain 

lacquerware without decoration is generally the daily use utensils, meeting basic needs. These 

are constructed locally with simplicity for domestic use, for example “Khan Tok” food 

serving containers, and “Khan O” lacquer bowls. Items with traditional uses, such as cloth 

trunks, were used in the past as containers for personal belongings and were the expression of 

cultural glory of Lanna people. This was so because traditionally the groom was married into 

the bride’s household and his finely decorated cloth trunk carrying his necessary personal 

belongings on his wedding day would indicate his wealth and status. Other types of 

lacquerware that express hospitality in Lanna’s past include, betel nut and snack boxes. 

During conversations with visitors, the host would invite guests to chew betel, which was 

kept in low-rise cylinder lacquer boxes with lids decorated with beautiful art work. The 

tradition of welcoming visitors in this fashion implied not only hospitality and socio-

economic status, but also the aesthetic taste of the host. The shapes and decorative designs of 

betel boxes often differ according to geographic areas 
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Figure 23  Lanna Lacquer Objects in Everyday Life (in the past) 

 

3. Current Situation of Lanna Lacquer production and local communities: Lacquer 

Arts in Thailand 

Although lacquer is used in all categories, the creative process and aesthetic 

values differ. There is a serious shortage of lacquer in Thailand. . In the past lacquer 

production in Lanna spread widely in many area in this region. In the past lacquer 

productioncommunity can be seen in many province such as in Nan, Prae, Lampang and 

Maehonson. The main objects of lacquerware produce in this area are similar but some details 

of lacquer decoration were slightly difference. The capital of lacquer villages since Lanna 

revival period is in Chaing Mai in Nantaram village and Ton-hand luang village in 

Sanpathong. But after the declining of raw material as lacquer sap. Now aday, the lacquer tree 

is legally protected, but there are not enough plantations to ensure to continuation of 

production for crafts. Because using natural lacquer is a complex and time consuming 

process, many lacquer, is artists and craftsmen have begun using industrial materials.This 

situation has been effected  the lacquer craft production in Lanna region as the disappearing 

of it production. The local craftsmen have to imported the  lacquer sap from Myanmar though 

the border and it cost more expensive than before. 

There is little research being done on Lacquer crafts. Nor are there efforts being 

made to organize the existing expertise. Therefore, there is little systematic or creative 

improvement in Lacquer arts and crafts at the universities, colleges and other art education 
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institutions. Most Lacquer works are traditional decorative arts and crafts produced for 

commercial purposes. 

3.1 Lacquer production in current stage. 

 3.1.1“Nantaram” Lacquer village in Chiang Mai in the area of the “Tai 

Kheun” settlement has been producing lacquer ware since1804. The traditional lacquer 

techniques  from “Tai Kheun”  people were passed from generations to generation. The 

golden period of Lacquer business growth as the tourism industries in Chiang Mai during 

1977-1987 was at peak. Tourist destination in northern Thailand show distinctive identity on 

handicraft products. After 1886 many lacquer manufactures moved to Sankampang road and 

produced their product for mass market while the small lacquer shop in Nantaram, making 

low quality and small souvenirs. This mass market production of lacquer ware resulted in 

lower quality items not challenged by the consumer whom are simply not interested. The 

high-quality lacquer-ware houses of Chiang Mai today still apply at least seven coats of 

lacquer to each piece and allow approximately 1 week between coatings for drying but most 

lacquer product use acrylic color painted while the finishing process and decorative motifs are 

not as delicate as the original traditional lacquer. The lacquer ware sold by vendors are very 

cheap in the current market. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24  Nantaram Lacquerware in current market. 
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3.1.2 “Sripankrua” is another lacquer village in Chiang Mai. This village 

produces lacquer products mainly for traditional use in bamboo structured with coiled 

technique the inherited from their ancestor who came from Sipsongpanna in China. 

Sripankrua products such as Khan Toke, Khan Dok, Khan O were coated by natural lacquer 

and cinnabar painted in the past but today these bamboo structures are coated by acrylic color 

for cost reduction. Nowadays, new bamboo forms design are ordered by exporters for the 

home decoration to market. The problem with new lacquer product in Sripankrua is 

Vietnamese lacquer wares because Vietnamese lacquer ware is cheaper. So this handmade 

bamboo lacquers tradition in Sripankrua need to show their own distinctive identity to add 

value on the items and keep its market positioning as fine and traditional handicraft products. 

 
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25  Synthetic use in Sri-pan krua village and Baan Tawai 

 

Lanna lacquering has presented its own characteristics throughout the northern 

Thai region as one of the distinctive traditional crafts of the Lanna people for many decades. 

The Lanna art involves gilding techniques on a red background. This is known as Lai Kam, 

and can be found in many temples in the northern Thai area. In the past, lacquerware was 

used for Lanna worship, in ceremonies and in daily use when lacquer craftsmen were also 
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lacquer users. In Lanna culture, lacquer items are employed in daily life and local activities. 

Since 1960, the Department of Industrial Promotion of the Ministry of Industry launched a 

lacquer product development project by bringing the lacquer techniques from Japan and 

Vietnam to improve local techniques, leading to the decline of traditional lacquerware 

production. This, in turn, had a large impact on Lanna lacquer production, instigating the 

development of Lanna lacquer products aimed at the tourist industry. The traditional identity 

and use of Lanna lacquer has been eclipsed by the mass production targeting the tourist 

market 

Nowadays, the traditional techniques with the use of local material are being 

replaced by synthetic materials and acrylic paint for more commercial lines and large 

quantities of low-end items which are produced within two or three days. The unique 

distinctive identity of traditional lacquer and its close access to raw materials in the lacquer 

process is generally recognized from only experts and lacquer collectors. The local wisdom in 

lacquer techniques has been disappearing. These are problems for the future of both Lanna 

lacquer conservation and its development. To solve this problem and improve the traditional 

techniques as well as being in line with the contemporary style. An in depth study of Lanna 

lacquering should be established and it used to assist in combining traditional lacquering 

techniques (with the reflection of customs, beliefs and culture from traditional Lacquer ware) 

for lacquer conservation, and apply in combination with the contemporary market needs 

which  in turn will also positively affect the lives of artisans.  

 

4. The History of Lacquer between Thailand and Myanmar 

It is not known when lacquer was first used in Northern Thailand and Burma. 

Contact between Burma and China may also be relevant in searching for the origins of 

lacquer use in Burma, as lacquer has been employed in China since at least the Neolithic 

period; certainly, by the time they recorded the use of cinnabar by the Pyu to decorate palace 

architecture, lacquer had already had a very long history in China. For the Pagan period the 

evidence was until recently confused. In 1991 A.P. Morris, quoting a personal communication 

from the archaeological researcher U Tin at Pagan, wrote ‘The [lacquer] industry was brought 

from the Yun State [in northern Thailand] to Thaton and thence reached Pagan in 1058 AD. 

The tube of lacquer work exhibited is dated 1274 AD, and was discovered in the Mingala 

Pagoda at Pagan.’ Morris then goes on to comment: ‘The reference is to the yellow circular 

box of teak which has been painted with thitsi and yellow ochre.’ It is assumed that U Tin’s 
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assertion of the transfer of the craft from Thaton to Pagan was based on the idea that the sack 

of Thaton by Anawrahta and his forcible relocation of population to pagan also included the 

relocation of lacquerworkers. There is no certain evidence to substantiate this assumption. 

(Isaacs,Blurton, 2000: 81-82) 

Information on the development of lacquer the techniques in Burma is scant in 

the late medieval period, and it is not until the series of wars between Burma and Thailand in 

the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries that references appear once more in the literature. 

Harvey, a twentieth-century historian, mentions the forcible transfer of artisans from northern 

Thailand to Burma, including ‘from Chiangmai his famous lacquer workers’; he goes on to 

say, ‘it is probably these who introduced into Burma the finer sort of lacquerware called yun, 

the name of the Yun or Lao Shan tribes around Chiangmai.’ Later, following the sack of 

Ayutthaya in 1767, artisans were similarly transported back to Burma and it now seems 

certain that the tradition of engraved work which we know today as yun and which is the 

mainstay of Pagan was introduced to Burma at that time. The new evidence from Pagan 

described above shows that plainly lacquered wares were in use, and probably made in Burma 

from the thirteenth century onwards. However,the later evidence suggests that decorative 

techniques such as engraved, yun work and probably also the black and gold, shwe zawa 

method were introduced only gradually durinf the later periods as consequence of warfare 

with Thailand and the capture of craftsmen.(Htun, 2013:15) 

4.1 Burmese Lacquer 

 Despite a worldwide decline in handicrafts in favour of factory production, 

the lacquer industry in Burma is very much alive. Modern plastic has replaced many of the 

everyday household vessels formerly made of lacquer, but it is a rare home in Burma that 

does not have a variety of and betel boxes and table made of lacquer. Objects for religious use 

continue to be made of lacquer.  

 The Burmese lacquer industry is far from static, and for better or worse it 

reflects the developments of the times. British colonial rule in Burma added Indian-style 

octagonal tables with folding legs, Chinese tiffin baskets, trunks, folding screens, square 

trays, table mats as well as baluster.  

 The modern-day Burmese lacquer worker is most accommodating to other 

people’s whims and fancies. Odd pieces of this unusual set turn up in Bangkok antique shops 

from time to time. Europeans have been known to have their family crests copied on the top 

of betel boxes. During the Second World War some lacquer was made according to Japanese 
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specifications. Despite these modern developments, the Burmese lacquer worker is more at 

home whit traditional designs. Some patterns have been greatly simplified and have become 

little more than mere panels for the zodiac signs and the Burmese week-day animals. 

 Modern Pagan lacquerware artists have sought inspiration from the eleventh 

to thirteenth-century frescoes that adorn the temples of this ancient capital. One of the most 

popular representations is the Birth of Buddha. Seventeenth to nineteenth-century Burmese 

painting styles are also depicted on modern lacquerware. 

 Relief-molded lacquer remains fairly traditional, whit items continuing to be 

made primarily, for religious use. Considerable European influence is reflected in the floral 

borders rendered. Flowers such as daisies, lilies, peonies, roses and thistles now vie for 

attention with traditional lotus and orchid designs.  

 The use of mirror glass is extremely popular and there are few temples and 

pagodas in Burma that have not been decorated in this way. The effect is dazzling to say the least. 

With the advent of modern communications, regional lacquer styles are no longer distinct. Popular 

work done by one group of craftsmen is soon copied by others. It is now difficult to tell the 

difference between modern Burmese and Shan work.  

 

   

Figure 26 Hsun-ok with the use of mirror glass decoration and synthetic used in Chiang mai 

Burmese lacquerware is now being copied in Chiangmai, Thailand. Hsun-ok and 

kalat are the most common object of   the plain wares to be imitated. They are generally made 

of wood or bamboo and they are fairly easy to discern as reproductions in that they are a little 

heavier than the genuine Burmese objects. The wood is not as carefully smoothed and the 

lacquer is more thickly applied. (Fraser-Lu,1996: 145) 
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Figure 27 Burmese “Hsun-ok” or Lanna “Oup” 

 

According to Sai Tun Lwin, a young man from laikha, King Alaungpaya, 

together with some Shan chiefs attacked the northern part of Thailand or southern part of 

Laos in the 17 th century and took back twenty Yun tribal people who were experts in lacquer 

crafts. When asked about his source of the information, he said that it was carried by word of 

mouth. However, there are many different groups of tribal people in the Shan States whose 

tribal names start with the letter Y.Even the name of Thailand in the Burmese language starts 

with the letter Y (Yodaya) and the nearest province of China to Myanmar is also called 

Yunnan. Although lacquerware called ‘Yun’ in Burmese, it does not mean that lacquerware 

art has something to do with the Yun tribe who took part in building the pagoda of twenty-

eight images near Laikha, that still exists today. Sai Htun Lwin said that they might also have 

introduced the art of crafting incised lacquerware to the Shan States. But there is a serious 

drawback in this supposition. First, Yun  could be a general term for tribes of indigenous 

people who live in the southern Shan States where many tribal names start with the letter Y. 

Or some point in history, officials of a Myanmar king might have given the name ‘Yun’ to 

incised and designed lacquerware as they were products of the north-eastern region where 

many tribes were named Yun Shan, Yin Baung, Yin Gyar, Yin Padone, Yin , Yin Net, etc. 

According to a book entitled Razawuntha Zalini (New Bagan History) written by U Bae, 

aretired official of the Archaeological Department , the Mon Khmer people who live in 

Cambodia and Laos are called Yun. Another possibility is that a Myanmar king or his 

officials might have given this name to reflect the earlier existence of incised and designed 

lacquerware in Yunnan.  
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Figure 28 Lacquer production in Keng tung in Shan State 

 

However, if this was the case, why do we not see any 17th and 18th century 

lacquerware in Laos or Thailand today? (Than Htun Dedaye, 2012) The king of Myanmar 

could well have taken various artisans back to Myanmar as war booty, but not the thousands 

of betel boxes that would already have been dispersed across the country. The value of 

lacquerware in those days was nothing and there would have been no point in collecting them 

and taking them back to Myanmar, even if the Burmese conquered was the origin of 

lacquerware. Out of these thousands of these thousands of betel boxes, hundreds should have 

survived to the present day as has happened in Myanmar. In fact, Thailand has had incised 

and coloured  lacquerware since the 19th century but not earlier and the designs are totally 

different. Thus logic and the historical records of foreign visitors lead us to conclude that we 

must have had our own incised and coloured lacquerware since the 17th to 18th centuries in the 

southern Shan States and the Gadu-Ganan region. Latter different styles of lacquerware 

emerged after blending with the techniques of artists from abroad. It is thus possible to 

surmise that the gold and black shwezawa technique could have originated in Chiang Mai in 

northern Thailand and that some shwezawa artisans were brought back to Myanmar by such 

conquering kings as Bureng Naung or Alaungpaya. Furthermore books on the cultural 

heritage of Thailand never describe lacquerwaer as a main product on a par with other 

important artistic items of ancient Siam, while dealers in Thai and Burmese lacquerware 

always present that of Chiang Mai as the sole Thai lacquerware. (Than Htun Dedaye, 2012) 
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5. Overview of Asian Lacquer 

5.1 The current state Japan’s Urushi Art.  

Urushi is closely associated with Japanese life. Urushi crafts include bowls, 

chopsticks, boxes, trays, tables, and furniture. The material has also been widely used to 

painted decorate temples. Many Japanese people consider Urushi an important symbol of 

Japanese culture and heritage. 

In Japan, the tree is grown and its sap collected in Iwate prefecture in the 

north-east and Irabaki prefecture in greater Tokyo area. Urushi is useful in a sense that it can 

be applied to wood, cloth, clay, paper, bamboo, leather, metal, and glass. Urushi wares differ 

from region to region, from Aomori in the north to Okinawa in the south.Contemporary 

Urushi art has two aspects, industrial crafts based on traditional techniques and art-oriented 

works by artists using traditional techniques.Industrial Urushi crafts developed under the 

system of role division among craftsmen each  specializing in woodwork, base treatment, 

painting, and decoration. Regional brands such as Kyo-nuri, Aizu-nuri, and Wajima-nuri were 

established based on the areal feathers of base treatment, painting, and decoration. Skill 

developed and perfected by devoting oneself to them every day became traditions as they 

were handed down from generation to generation. As a result, in each generation masters with 

several decades of experience would emerge. Highly sophisticated artworks with unique 

regional characters were created.  

In contrast to the rigid handing down of traditional designs and methods, 

contemporary artists, while using the same techniques, focus on innovative and creative 

aspects of art. By using new shapes and materials, they pursue new flexible forms of 

expressions. Many contemporary Urushi artists created their works from the initial step of 

choosing the materials or molding all the way through to the finished product. 

By doing this, artistic ideas can be directly reflected in each step of process. 

This creative method has been greatly influenced by modern Urushi crafts educations. 

Universities, for example, first have students think about style in order to help them to 

develop and articulate their artistic values. Then students learn all the necessary techniques of 

the creative process. Although the depth of knowledge acquired of each process is less than 

that of specializing in just one with the changes in Japanese life styles, however, demand for 

industrial Urushi crafts is decreasing, causing the production in traditional regions to decline. 

Urushi sap collecting specialists are aging. The production of tools and materials needed in 

the creative process is declining. The industrial Urushi crafts are necessary to pass on 
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techniques, materials and knowledge to future generations. To enrich Japanese Urushi art, it is 

important or craftsmen in the production areas and artists to join hands to spread 

magnificence of Urushi art to wider age groups and to strive to develop Urushi crafts and 

hand down this wonderful tradition.(Sakurako Matsushima, 2013) 
 

 

 
Figure 29  Urushi Arts in Japan by Nozomi Watanabe  

 
Figure 30 Electronic devices are coating lacquer in Japan 

 

5.2 The current state of Lacquer craft in Korea.  

Unlike China and Japan, Korea’s lacquer crafts developed around Rajeon 

Lacquerware. This is closely related to the lifestyles, culture and feeling of that people of that 

time. Some of these techniques and art of Rajeon were later introduced to China and Japan. In 

the 16th century, the size of pattern became larger with a modernized shell processing 
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techniques. The Rajeon technique developed further in the 18th century, and the craftsmen 

were able to cover the whole ware with patterns. After 1945, Rajeon became so popular that it 

was used to decorate furniture and sewing machines. But it decreased significantly when 

western culture flooded in and modernized Korean lifestyle. As a result, the number of Rajeon 

craftsmen that worked mainly in Tongyeong, South Gyeongsang Province, decreased and 

scattered across South Korea. It became difficult for the craftsmen to earn a living by making 

Rajeon crafts alone. But the beginning of 1980s, lacquer crafts studies were being offered at 

universities. Professor Kwan Sang-Oh of Shilla University was one of them and he studied at 

Tokyo University of the Arts as well. As the result of university education, the number of 

artists rapidly increased. Artworks using a variety of techniques and material were created and 

exhibited in the lacquer crafts world until then dominated by the Rajeon crafts. But today, 

after more thirty years lacquer crafts are not being well received by younger generations. This 

is because the process of producing lacquer artwork is difficult and time consuming. Today, 

the employment rate of lacquer faculty graduate is low. However, the future of Korea’s 

lacquer crafts is not as dark as it might seem. Young people are increasing realizing the 

importance of artistic traditions more and more are turning their attention to Korean lacquer 

crafts in particular. Increasingly, workshops and training institutes are teaching lacquer 

techniques. 

Moreover, with the rediscovery of the value of lacquer, painters and 

craftsmen from other genres are interested in including it in their works. They are moving 

away from only using the specific material and techniques of their particular genre and are 

incorporating lacquer as well. This will probably cause the weakening of borders between the 

combining of various genres leading to crossovers. Korean lacquer artists of recent years are 

increasingly combining Japanese lacquer crafts and Chinese lacquer painting with Korean 

Rajeon. This could be interpreted as a formation of a new Korean culture. It is my hope that 

lacquer crafts do not remain the historical tradition but become a renewed and a vibrant part 

of people ‘s live in new world. (LEE, Hyeon Seung, quoted in Sakurako Matsushima, 2013) 

5.3 Lacquer works in Vietnam.  

Lacquer art in Vietnam can be divided into two genres. One is Do Son, the 

lacquer crafts. Lacquer products such as dishes, boxes, trays, as well as furniture, Buddhist 

statues, and interior decorations belong to this category. Complex and beautiful lacquer crafts 

were made from the 17th to the 20th century when the art developed most in the country. 

Naturalness and freeness are the allure of Vietnam lacquer crafts, although they have been 
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deeply influenced by the Chinese culture. The other genre is lacquer paintings. The history 

dates back to the French colonial period. Western pictorial art was brought to Vietnam when 

Indochina college of Fine Arts was established in 1925 and lacquer, a painting material used 

from the ancient times, was introduced at it. The art, which makes full use of a technique of 

repeating sanding and unorthodox lacquering, is called Son Mai. It became a new category of 

painting and is taught in art universities as well. Son Mai has become a unique art that 

Vietnam takes pride in. 

Following a bureaucratic command economy after the Vietnam War, the 

country’s economy developed rapidly under the Doi Moi (Renovation) policy. Lacquer art 

become popular as an export product and as souvenirs. Chinese design gave way to modern 

designs favored overseas. Inexpensive lacquer craft became a typical Vietnamese handicraft 

souvenir item. The world of Son Mai changed as well. 

More and more painters began to prefer synthetic paint to natural lacquer, which needs 

patience, focused effort, and meticulous technical skill. Synthetic paint gained ground in the 

world of lacquer crafts as well, and cheaply mass-produced goods flooded the market.Because 

of the great attention Son Mai had gathered, the status of the painters rose awkwardly high. 

Becoming Son Mai artists became the aspiration of young people, but no one was interested 

in learning from experience and skills of master that long supported the art. 

 

 

Figure 31 Lacquer Arts and Lacquer market  in Vietnam  

 

Although the number of lacquer craftsmen and artists has increased, the 

knowledge and high skill levels have not been passed down. Vietnam must work hard to 

avoid its lacquer culture being filled with imitations as the euphoria of peace and wealth after 

a long calamity of war fades. (ANDO Saeko, quoted in Sakurako Matsushima, 2013) 
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5.4 French view of Asian Lacquer. 

 European Lacquer Arts. In French, the word “LACQUER” has two 

meanings. The first one refers to the material itself, Urushi, the sap of tree or other natural or 

chemical varnishes. The second refers to the specific technique and know-how.  (Lach, J. Van 

Kley, 1994) 

 Varnished were first created towards the end of the 16th century to imitate the 

shiny and smooth appearance of lacquer, the newly discovered Asian material which 

fascinated Europeans, but sadly did not exist in our part of the world. The formulas became 

more refined in the 18th century. The King’s Varnishers: Martin Brothers. They also created 

new design and innovations by stopping the systematic copying of Asian designs. This was 

the first step in developing a uniquely European lacquer art, derived from Asia, but with the 

pictorial spirit specific to European culture. 

 The aesthetic change was radical. Lacquer work was still appreciated for its 

protective, shining and smooth qualities, but the material and implements used did not matter 

anymore. The final aspect classified this art as a specific technique as typically European. 

European lacquer art blossomed during this period, but sadly, the Second World War saw its 

decline, if not its becoming almost completely forgotten. 

 For the last few years, Lacquerware has remained inconspicuous in Europe. 

The teaching as well as access to documentation has become very limited if not nonexistent 

throughout the continent. Exhibitions are usually isolated events, and most of the time solo 

exhibitions. Orders have become rare, and mainly inspired by Art Deco or Asian Art. Once 

again, a new artistic movement sprung from the economic, political and psychological 

European context. “Art” parted in two. The more considered was conceptual and became 

what is known as “Contemporary Art”. The other, forsaken a little, was based on “Decorative 

Art”; lacquer was “classified” on the side. 

 World globalization also favored the consumer demand for everything to be 

anymore cheaper and quicker. Industrial robotizing caused the loss of the main decorative 

techniques, which were much sought after up till then. And so the word “lacquer” became to 

be generally understood as a tinted, plain, smooth, shiny and protective surface. 

 Putting lacquer objects within everybody’s reach implied their mass 

production outside of Europe. A new interest for this art was, however, revived. Today 

lacquer art is slowly returning to a place in to the field of European Contemporary Creation, 

and in a new dynamic way. Exchanges between European and Asian lacquerers are more and 
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more welcome, open doors to the future of this form of art. We can distinguish three types of 

lacquerers. There are those who are reviving and renewing the original techniques, that is, 

using natural lacquer. There are very few taking this path because the techniques are difficult 

to learn and the materials are costly and hard to obtain. Those working with “oil vanished” are 

more numerous, and are the closest to traditional lacquer techniques. 

 We can therefore foresee that a new aesthetic vision of lacquer work will 

soon take place with a new young generation of artists. More and more painters are 

expressing interest in lacquer art, and like to play with its most surprising effects.  

5.6 The current state of lacquer craft industry in Myanmar. 

Lacquer has historically been used by the ethnic Burmese people of central 

and northern Myanmar, the Shan people, and other ethnic groups in the Shan, Kayah, and 

Kayin States along the Chinese, Lao and Thai borders. It is in these border regions that the 

lacquer tree grows and the sap is collected. 

The main lacquer production areas are in Bagan in the Mandalay division and 

Kyaukkha in the Sagain division. However  there is still lacquerware being produced in the 

Shan State including in Inle, Laikha, Mongai, and Kengtung. The number of people involved 

in urushi craft production has been declining in all areas except Bagan. Bagan survives as a 

production center due to tourism, which is large enough to sustain the industry, and 

importantly to maintain a especially Japan, new techniques have been in both directions. For 

example, the Burmese Kanyit technique was introduced to Japan hundreds of years ago and is 

called Kinma in Japan. 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 32  Lacquer production in Bagan 

 

Southeast Asian is from the Melanorrhoea usitata. Burmese lacquer takes much 

longer to dry than lacquers and this accounts for many of the differences in techniques and 

methods. 
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The future of urushi crafts in Myanmar has both positive and negative indicators. 

The increasingly high level of technical skill and craftsmanship in Bagan in a positive sign. 

However the loss of these skills in other lacquer centers in worrying as is the continued use of 

toxic pigments. However the greatest challenge is lack of understanding of and training in 

modern design. 

 

6. Lanna Contemporary design  

Thai Art Department (2006) has done research about Lanna local 

handicrafts and concluded that Lanna region is an agricultural society where people spend 

most of their lives in nature. Lanna people are capable of observing changes in nature and 

applying the observation to use in their lives suitably. The characteristics of Lanna handicraft 

can be divided into 2 types; handicrafts created for daily use and handicrafts created from 

Buddhist faith. 

6.1 Handicrafts created for daily use 

 Handicrafts are made by local artisans using natural materials and local 

wisdoms obtained from everyday life experiences by observing, memorizing, practicing until 

becoming proficient. Local materials along with living existence concept and beliefs in the 

area are used in making handicraft. 

 An example of handicrafts that show Lanna people’s lifestyle is the use of 

basketry due to living in bamboo houses. Furniture made of heavy wood or heavy containers 

are not practical. Light-weighted basketry and lacquer wares are more preferred. 

 This factor leads to the making of lightweight household equipment and 

ceremonial containers to meet demands of daily use and ceremonial use. Lacquer ware is one 

of the handicrafts that has unique patterns and indicates its users’ social status. Some types of 

lacquer ware are limited to specific social classes, for instance, red lacquer ware covered with 

gold is limited to the royal family or to use in religious ceremonies. 

6.2 Handicrafts created from Buddhist faith 

 Materials used in work of art mostly depend on topography. There are a lot of 

wood and Lanna people are familiar with using wood to decorate religious place, furniture, 

and tools by using carving, lacquer, gold leaf lacquer, and stained glass techniques. 

 The fabulous and impressive sculptures and carved figures can be found in 

several Lanna-style temples. Some pieces may display the life of the Buddha along with 

Lanna zodiacal animals which are the birth signs of the contributors of each particular temple. 
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Lanna-style temples are astonishing because of the sculpture of fairy tale animals, for instance 

a lion-like Mom located at the entrance to guard temple, pagoda, or chapel. The sculptures are 

all in different postures. Naka, the hybrid of crocodile, elephant, and big snake, is located in 

front of Vihara or chapel to expel evil spirits. 

 Murals in Lanna-style temples are created by local artists with influence from 

Burmese and Rattanakosin artists and some local artists who apply their local culture into 

their work. For example, Boonpan Pongpradit's murals show stories of Life of the Buddha as 

well as Lanna culture and lifestyle. (Sebastien Tayac, 2010) 

6.3 Design and Lanna concept 

 To develop creativity in using Lanna concept in designing to make the work 

functional and aesthetic, the designers may use two concepts to guide their design; nature in 

Lanna region and experiences that have been gathered for a long time. 

 The first concept is nature use in Lanna region within Thailand Kingdom. Use 

natural characteristics of small and big valley plains or topography as tropical rain forest 

which contains various types of plants like rubber plant, iron wood, teak, Pterocarpus, 

rosewood, wild bamboo, thorny bamboo, etc. and plains for rice farming, horticulture, field 

crop, and livestock raising such as cows and water buffalos as a guideline to create art of 

Lanna nature. 

 The second concept ideas from experiences that have been gathered for 

a long time by Lanna people including art, culture, and custom in each period of time. 

Lanna people have done trial and error to find perfect matches with the environment. Thai Art 

department, faculty of Fine Arts, Chiang Mai University has summarized the overview of 

Lanna Art for the designers to visualize moods or emotions when designing product that has 

the feel of Lanna. 

 Thai Art Department (2007) has defined Lanna Art as romantic art that 

indicates Lanna art and culture which shows sincerity, openness, and friendliness 

emphasizing three characteristics as followed: 

1) The expression of sweetness, gentleness, sincerity, and friendliness of 

Lanna people in botanical pattern as in the design of intertwined sprays. 

2) The strength of craftsmen along with their inner self and techniques. Their 

works show their nature and intelligence in creating artwork such as lacquer ware, basketry, 

weaving, perforated framework, craving, etc. 
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3) The feel of Lanna art. Enchantment of Lanna people's culture and faith 

consisting of gold inlay and stained glass decoration to cause shinningness. 

Besides those concepts, the designers also need to improve and edit their 

format to meet their target group’s demand, for instance adding a new part to substitute the 

old one, scaling down, cutting off unnecessary parts to compact, arranging new composition 

to make it different and more interesting, modifying, changing to the opposite form of format, 

substituting with new materials, or combining similar characteristics together. 

6.4 Lanna Contemporary Art 

 The restoration of Lanna art and adjustment to contemporary design was 

initiated and carried forward by Mr.Kraisri Nimmanhemindra who started using Khantoke 

(wooden utensil) to serve food and making men wear traditional clothing in serving the dinner 

which he applied the idea from Hawaiian’s show. Professor Vithi Phanichphant also played 

an important role in refreshing contemporary Lanna trend. He joined Lanna applied culture 

with new culture to improve Lanna clothing and create performances for welcome party and 

other various ceremonies. This initiation was well recognized by entertainment, tourism, and 

traditional goods production business. Lanna contemporary business has eventually expended. 

(Thianchai, 2005) 

 

  

Figure 33  Contemporary: Neo-Lanna Performance, Weawdao Sirisuk, Manop Manasam 

 

 Research from the Craft Design Service Center (Faculty of Fine Arts, Chiang 

Mai University 2006) on Lanna contemporary format survey found that figure and shape that 

represent Lanna identity are sphere, concealing architectural structure, human scale rather 

than imperial scale, and design for long-shot view. In addition, form is concentrated upon 
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physical accuracy. Identity techniques to create art are basketry, lacquer ware, and paper 

cutting which reflecting Burmese influence. 

 Some goods productions at Baan Tawai, Chiang Mai which is the biggest 

location of wood handicraft production in Chiang Mai, use contemporary Lanna design. All 

designs used at Baan Tawai can be divided into five types (Wattana, Bupha, and Samart, 

2001) as followed: 

 The first is antique Imitation duplicates or imitates antiques from Burmese, 

Khmer, Thai, Chinese, and Indian art, mostly Buddha image or angel. A story of Baan Tawai 

establishment states that the pioneer craftsmen who also taught people rode bicycle to work in 

Chiang Mai city at antique shops by repairing Buddha images and antique objects as well as 

copy Burmese Buddha image for the shops. Later, they started the same handicraft at their 

home and passed on their experiences for the villagers both artisan and commercial aspects. 

The second is widespread Custom: There is a hypothesis supposing that wood 

carving originated from Burma, therefore “Burmese designs” are occasionally passed on 

among craftsmen. The designs are in the shape of Kinnari, Kinnara, Buddha, Teppanom, 

Dancing Angels, etc. 

The third is restored Custom: the adjustment of Lanna design from architecture or 

from other areas' art and create carving, mostly as singha, tiger, elephant, antique picture 

frame in the design of intertwined sprays, set of lotus on altar table, etc. 

 The forth is local Lifestyle: Life of Lanna countryside, trees, mountains, 

males, females, children, hill tribes show simplicity of the village with shelters, wells, pets, 

nature details and northern region surroundings. 

 The fifth is International style: The designs are not related to local beliefs but 

they accept Western influence. (The craft design service center, 2007) 

6.5 Contemporary Design 

 Contemporariness means popular things in a particular period of time through 

communication or demands of the people at the time. Appeared image of clothing, lifestyle, 

daily use products, architecture, painting, sculpture, or literature causes new knowledge to the 

development of people and causes change. 

 Therefore, contemporary design is a design that satisfies a group of people in 

their period of time. The designers must consider and analyze the contemporariness from 

overall appearance in life conducting of the people. To design contemporary products you can 

analyze from the aspects as followed: 
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 6.5.1 Contemporariness that links to consumer’s demand 

  The consumer's demand is the demand related to livelihood, suitable 

with cultural state, surroundings, society, preference, gender, age, education levels, which 

changes occasionally and differs in each period of time. 

  At present, the environmental issue, especially the watchful trend of 

global warming that the majority are informed and cooperate to solve the problem all around 

the world, causes contemporary trend in building and designing to reduce global warming 

condition such as reducing natural materials, reducing production energy, and reducing 

production steps that cause global warming.  Therefore, to design contemporary products, one 

must consider campaign or creating awareness on global warming. Social aspect, preference, 

gender, age, and education aspect can be divide into more specific groups. Observing the 

smaller groups that have outstanding identity, one will see current dominant feature of the 

group and the need in their daily life. It will be easier to predict their demands by collecting, 

analyzing, and summarizing data. 

 6.5.2 Contemporariness that relates to utilization 

  Utilization of the products meets the people’s need. The function of the 

products conforms to goals and objectives of the people. The utilization could be consider as 

primary and secondary. 

 6.5.3 Contemporariness that has aesthetic value 

  Aesthetic can be obtained by using art principle, design principle, 

psychological principle of human’s need and learning. Aesthetical contemporariness is agreed 

upon by a group of people using their perception and value acceptance as it is desire, 

fondness, satisfaction of a group of people at the period of time. Therefore, the idea and 

specific format that are clearly presented create recognition and are called style. In the past, 

products always changed their format and style. Sometimes the designers use the same style 

from the past as an idea in designing and improving and add in new influences to make the 

design contemporary. 

 6.5.4 Contemporariness that relates to materials, production, and quality 

  Consumers primarily consider aesthetic and function to select one 

particular product. Designers consider other components to qualify the design. In addition to 

consumer’s demand, aesthetic, and function, they think over materials, production process, 

and quality that will be suitable and harmonize with the present time. To design a product, 

select materials focusing on strength, endurance, and aesthetic. All materials have different 
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qualification, the designers will select the materials that match the consumer’s need and 

environment at the period of time. 

 
7. Lacquer objects in 21st century and related studies 

7.1 Lacquer craft exchange research program by Sakurako Matsushima  

 Sakurako Matsushima Japanese University professor as artists and scholars 

she have been studied and do Lacquer research continuously. She has a passion aspect of 

development from the past to the present. She studied every step of the process, of making 

Urushi, both in Japan and other countries in Asia. She research all lacquer process from the 

lacquer sap collecting, coating untill the finishing process. Sakurako projects and exchange 

research program in Lacquer craft bring lacquer knowledge of many countries in Asia to 

Europe and America. She developed an education of lacquer of Bagan Technology college of 

Lacquerware by providing knowledge to students and entrepreneurs in both the technical and 

marketing Bagan. This program's 10th anniversary in 2014, she has plans to develop the 

knowledge and passion with other countries in Southeast Asia such as Thailand, Cambodia 

and Vietnam to develop and inherited Urushi for sustainable crafting. 

 After graduation from the University of Tokyo in by the project of Body 

Ornament in the year 1989.  As the artist Sakurako has been developing a wide variety of both 

Body Ornament and experimental three-dimensional lacquer arts pieces. A unique and 

outstanding of her design were developed from Traditional to Contemporary. Her work 

reflects the fluidity of the body in a manner that is intended to be a work of art, jewelry. 

Oversize Body ornament has been in continuous development since 1989 to the present both 

in terms of usability and artistic expression. 

 Overtone series of her works in 2003 is similar to the technique and coiled 

bamboo in Chiang Mai. Expression of beauty in the structure of technical bamboo coil coated 

with lacquer to create a movement of art forms for this series. Sakurako focus on structural 

rather than decorative techniques using only rubber black-and-down technique red iron Oxide 

powder and her work in the Body Ornament in 2005 and 2010 remains to be seen coiled 

bamboo technique. 
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Figure 34 Body ornament 1989 by Sakurako Matsushima 

 

  

 
Figure 35 Body ornament 1993 by Sakurako Matsushima 

  

Figure 36 Overtone 2003 by Sakurako Matsushima 
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Figure 37 Body ornament 2010 by Sakurako Matsushima 

 

7.2 A  French-Japan Project 2009 by Japan Brand 

Two French designers Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec have been invited to 

design contemporary products collections with a foundation of traditional handicrafts in Japan 

in collaboration with Japan Brand. 
  

 

Figure 38 Two French designers Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec lacquer studio visited 

Source: “Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec” accessed on 12 January, 2012, available from 

http://www.designboom.com/design/bouroullec-brothers-and-japan-brand-wajima-collection/ 
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 At first, Bouroullec was thinking about the process of work of 

craftsman, handicraft production and access to local workshops, They studied what 

they have seen in the production process of handicrafts culture in Japan. As the view 

of the designers, it was not easy for foreigners to understand the philosophy of 

craftsmanship and aesthetics in local handicraft for designing new products for 21st 

century. The beginning of the process, they decided to find the ideal location for the 

initial design through to visit the The Noto Penninsula in the Hokuriku region. 

Traditional resources would helped to create a design concept. Bouroullec visited 

many lacquerware manufactures and the production process of handicrafts in the best 

city of Japanese lacquerware “Wajima” in Ishikawa prefecture and Sanjo city in 

Niigata prefecture for bladesmith production. The two areas were particularly 

interesting in terms of techniques and processes but what the designers consider were 

about exploring the possibility of marketing those products in the international 

market. Finally, the French designers have selected the technique of lacquerware 

production for their new design objects by using Wajima lacquer technique which is 

based on cultural inspiration and the aesthetic of materials techniques for their design 

concept. 

 Inspired by the lacquer process of many lacquer studios. Bouroullec 

brothers was in-depth focused all the technique step by step, from the shaping to the 

coating all through the process done by hand and skills of the expert craftsmen. Wood 

turning in Wajima Kirimoto studio used local cypress and cedar, the process were 

impressed by Bouroullec. The very specific tools were made for using for the lacquer 

techniques. Special equipment was manufactured specifically for each step in the 

process. Bouroullec brothers paying close attention especially to details because it 

means the possibility of the new production forms and limitations in the design. 

Shenpei Kirimoto the second generation owner of studio presented traditional 

products such as sashimi tray, small decorative objects and photos of other traditional 

pieces and this makes Ronan concept came up with a sketch as diverse as a new 

perspective on the new products related to the past. Bouroullec have explored more 

in-depth techniques of tableware and decorative which used in traditional Japanese 

lacquer in many studios. 
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Figure 39  Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec in Wajima and Sanjo 

Source: “Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec in Wajima and Sanjo” accessed on 12 January, 

2012, available from http://www.designboom.com/design/bouroullec-brothers-and-japan-

brand-wajima-collection/ 

 

 Studio of Yoshinobu Tsuji makes core wood for kurimono such as bowls, 

Tsutomu Maeno studio applies the base layer of lacquer (Shitaji), Hideo Tanaka and Hiroyuki 

Yoshida apply the top layer and Osamu Omori applies Makie ( gold and silver power use in 

this technique for surface decoration) 

 Yashiaki Matsui, chinkin studio (incised technique with gold decoration) and  

Kosaku Kitahama does Makie. 

 Bouroullec  access to production and pay attention though all details, they 

have truly made an impression of what they have seen then appiled all ideas to create new 

objects as a contemporary product design. 

 The Wajima’s high-level traditional craftsmanship reinterpreted through the 

new perspective of world-class French designers, Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec. They present 

4 new prototype which connected by geometric sign as the Project trademark. Bouroullec 

spotlighted on the aesthetic and charming of Wajima under the idea of “showing the beauty of 

lacquer”, “expressing the texture”, and not only for Japanese market but worldwide market 

even for the people who have a little knowledge of culture of Lacquer. 
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Figure 40 Project 1: Desk Light No.1©Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec 2009 

Source: “Project 1: Desk Light No.1©Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec 2009” accessed  

January 12, 2012, available from  

http://www.designboom.com/ design/bouroullec-brothers- and-japan-brand-wajima-collection/ 
 

 

Figure 41 Project 2: Desk Light No.2©Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec 2009 

Source: “Project 2: Desk Light No.2©Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec 2009” accessed January 

12, 2012, available from http://www.designboom.com/design/bouroullec-brothers-and-japan-

brand-wajima-collection/ 
 

 Bouroullec presents a new perspective through design and beauty of the 

material. Lacquer and its shiny surface show value of the product and usability.  A hidden Led 

light reflex Makie techniques with gold dust sprinkle help to spread the light. Chinkin 

technique applied to create the uniqueness Geometric sing as a symbol of the project. The 

understanding of the global market by presents the aesthetic of lacquer with real traditional 

process  in everyday use product is the main point of Bouroullec idea. 
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  The composition of this product was inspired by the shape of Japanese tray. 

From primitive shapes to table Lamp design with functions with the use of red color from 

traditional Urushi in Japanese culture. Bouroullec was impressed in the Japanese simple shape 

and forms then he put forward this into the design. The attenuation cultural elements in his 

new design were adapt for contemporary use in international market. 
 

  

Figure 42 Project 3: Double Lunch Tray set ©Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec 2009 

Source: “Project 3: Double Lunch Tray set ©Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec 2009” accessed 

January 12, 2012, available from  

http://www.designboom.com/design/ bouroullec-brothers-and-japan-brand-wajima-collection/ 
 

 Bouroullec considered in the common use between the two cultures while 

traveling in Japan, compared to the possibility of the use of plates and trays in France and 

Japan. Magnet edge used to design a set lunch tray is to connect the two pieces of tray 

become one. The shape is simple and suitable for use in portable applications. 

  

Figure 43 Project 4: Pocket Mirror ©Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec 2009 

Source: “Project 4: Pocket Mirror ©Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec 2009” accessed  January 

12, 2012, available from http://www.designboom.com/design/bouroullec-brothers-and-japan-

brand-wajima-collection/ 
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 Bouroullec used the beauty and aesthetics of surfaces in Wajima Urushi  which  

can take it along with the user on a daily basis. Urushi surface is a one option to create a new 

perspective for the Urushi design of Bouroullec. The gloss like glass is the common and different 

points which can be presents in the design. He used the Unisex shapes and polished stainless steel 

instead of glass as a material which is light and contemporary to create the user experience to feel 

the product when the user touch a product surface with the great feeling. 

 From my point of view of Bouroullec works, an interesting view of the 

Bouroullec is trying to access the real work of Craftsman.The concept is consistent with the 

culture adapted for use in products related to the current lifestyle. He looks at the 

opportunities and the possibility of marketing the concept of user experience and makes a 

choice to use a wide variety of products. The most interesting thing for me is Portable mirror 

with a Unisex style. It provide users with access to a silken texture and create the impression 

of a perfect fit in my hand. The use of stainless steel instead of glass plates is particularly 

interesting choice in terms of the material as a glass.  But a lamp and tray, I thought that the 

size and form were limited use,  while orange lighting in the lamps, despite the feeling of the 

East, but in another view, it must be considered for the Western use as well. 

7.2  Urushi Musical Interface 

The collaboration with Yuri Suzuki Takashi Wakamiya and Matt Rogers 

“Wajima” The town is known within Japan for its Lacquerware in Ishikawa Perfecture. The 

process of making lacquer is at least 20 sometimes more than 100 processes. The distinctive  

decorative techniques of Wajima lacquer are Makie and Chinkin. The natural lacquer coating 

is used to utility the materials such as wood, bamboo, textiles, and paper. The finishing 

process of lacquerware make the object appeal both matt or glossy surface and think enough 

to incised or engrave. 
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Figure 44  Urushi Musical Interface 

Source : “Urushi Musical Interface” accessed  February 22, 2013, available from 

http://yurisuzuki.com/works/urushi-musical-interface/ 
  

 

Figure 45 Black lacquered surface of the instrument is contrasted by the gold inlay lines 

Source : “Black lacquered surface of the instrument is contrasted by the gold inlay lines” 

accessed on February 22 y, 2013, available from http://yurisuzuki.com/works/urushi-musical-

interface/ 
 

 The idea of Musical Interface is contrasting the black lacquer surface and 

gold inlay by using Chinkin technique. As a designer and musician Yuri Suzuki was amazed 

on the beautiful black and gold decorative technique. Then he became interested in making an 

electronic musical by this technique. A beauty of lacquer surface show its aesthetic and the 

gold inlay fulfill the functionality of conductive surface. The interaction of the user and 

product by touching the surface of lacquer and metal are new experience. The touch of gold 

and finger will be connected electronic control of the key board as the musical instrument in 

circular format.  The collaboration between Takashi Wakamiya and Matt Rogers bring the 

new idea of lacquer development in Wajima on the new perspective. 
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 As I looked up for the comments of this products many people suggest that the 

use of lacquer is just consider as a beautiful surface but it does not connect with the functional of 

the product while the new arrangement of the key board does not work well. Many people said it 

is consider as another beautiful craft work but not good as an instrument “expensive and useless”.  

In my opinion, I interested in the idea as the musical instrument but they should be more focus on 

the properties of coating lacquer as other  lacquer musical instrument.    

 7.3 Neo-Lin : Violin-Neolin 

 New Sound, New Look, New Possibilities. “Tradition is the passing on of the 

flame, not the worship of the ashes" Gustav Mahler  

 Bodo Vosshenrich the master violin- maker who graduated from Germany’s 

Mittenwald Violin Making School was in the conference of The French violin making 

association in 2008. The inspiration of aging and chemical treatment on resonance of wood  

by Japanese scientist Eiichi Obataya. The vanishes traditionally used in violin making 

(varnish based on natural rosin, dissolved in fat oils, essential oils or alcohol), although being 

thin and soupple, all damp the vibrations of the resonance wood. On classical violins, this 

damping certainly contributes to the characteristic sound colour. Concerning sound, the result 

is very interesting ! Compared to the standard Neolin, the sound seems to have more high 

overtones. It looses some of its grain to become clearer. I can see this becoming the 

instrument of choice for all violinists who want the option to play both acoustic and amplified 

music, in the Jazz, Hip Hop, Rock, Pop, Electro genres.”  
 

 

Figure 46  Bodo Vosshenrich :Neolin 

Source: “Neolin” accessed  March 14, 2013, available from  

www.ohiohistorycentral.org/w/Neolin?rec=285 
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The concept builds on the results of Eiichi Obaya study of the vibration of the 

sound of wood coatings love Bodo Vosshenrich French violin maker experimental coatings 

love the violin, which he produced to analyze the sound and presentation of the beauty of the 

technique and love. Fiddler on the coating The shape and the technique of making a standard 

violin making love is considered as an alternative to the new buyer of a culture that combines 

the beauty of western musical instruments in the Finishing. In the East Bodo adopt the black 

and red painted surface, which clearly expresses the beauty of the material. The sound is a 

difference with a coating of varnish. It is unique in providing a high voice. 

7.4 Acoustical Properties of Bamboo and Wood 

 An instrument’s acoustical performance, such as the volume, quality, and 

color of the sound of xylophone bars, chimes, and soundboards, is determined by the 

mechanical properties of the material from which the instruments are made. This is because 

the sound is produced by vibrations of the material itself. The properties on which the 

acoustical performance of a material depends areprimarily its density, Young’s modulus, and 

loss coefficient. They determine the speed of sound in a material, the eigen frequencies of a 

wooden bar or a tubular bell, and the intensity of the radiated sound.The most important 

acoustical properties of materials that are used in their selection for sound applications, such 

as in musical instruments, are the speed of sound within the material, the characteristic 

impedance, the sound radiation coefficient, and the loss coefficient. (Wegst, 2008) 

 Some instruments sound exceptionally beautiful while others sound pain bad. 

Of course there are different wood quality.  Recently It has been found out that the sound 

quality is largely dependent on the lacquer that was originally used. 

 Three main functions of the Lacquer are: 

 Protection against dirt atmospheric conditions. 

 Increasing of the sound capability. 

 Accentuation the grain of the wood. 

 The materials that are used as musical instrument finishes vary greatly in 

their properties and application. Almost all of them were developed originally for general 

woodworking of furniture finishing and were later adopted as musical instrument finishes. For 

hundreds of years, basic oils and simple vanishes have been used as the protective coating for 

musical instruments, wooden furniture, and other wood products. Nitrocellulose lacquer, 

however, has been the primary wood finishing material, and American guitar factory 

preference, for eighty years. More recently polyurethane, polyester, and other catalyzed 
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coating have been used in guitar manufacturing. The more exotic synthetic or catalyzed 

finishes are best suited to factory situations, not to average small-scale maker. (Wegst, 2008) 

7.5 Characteristics of aged wood and Japanese traditional coating technology 

for wood protection  

 Aged wood is venerated by musicians and artisans. It is believed that ageing 

improves the stiffness and stability of wood, and therefore, quality instruments can be made 

using aged wood. In this sense, ageing is not a negative senescence but a positive treatment to 

increase the value of wood.(Obataya, 2007: 27)    

Future potential of urushi coating for musical instruments Although the excellent 

properties of urushi coating have been fully investigated, Only a few studies have been 

conducted on the acoustic properties of urushi-coated wood .The viscoelastic profile of the 

urushi coating is characterized by three relaxation process. Owning to the tight cross linkage 

among the urushi polymers, the mechanical damping of the urushi coating is relatively low 

and stable at room temperature in the audio frequency range. Such characteristics of urushi 

coating are very similar to those of polyurethane  coating used for the soundboards of a harp 

and other similar instruments. This fact suggests that the urushi is a favorable lacquer for 

wooden soundboards in which lower damping, a long lifetime and artistic appearance are 

required.The traditional Japanese lacquer, Urushi, has promising feature as an excellent 

coating for wooden musical instrument. (Obataya, 2007: 41) 

7.6 Effects of oriental lacquer (urushi) coating on the vibrational properties 

of wood used for the soundboards of musical instruments 

 The urushi is preferred today as it symbolizes tradition Japanese beauty for its 

appearance. Most of wooden-instruments are made by hand with much time and many 

processes. Therefore, the prolonged drying duration and special technique require for urushi 

coating may cause few trouble, and additional cost for urushi coating will not induce serious 

increase of total cost for making instruments. Thus the coating for the wooden-soundboard 

seems a possible use left for urushi.The effects of Urushi coatings on the vibrational 

properties of wood were compared to those of some conventional lacquer coatings. The 

Urushi was similar to the polyurethane lacquer for the soundboard of harp in viscoelastic and 

mechanical properties. These results suguested the possibility of urushi as a coating for the 

harp soundboard. The effects of coatings on the vibrational properties of wood were 

expressed by a model consisting of three layers, wood, coatin g and composite layer of the 

penetrating lacquer and the wood cell wall. (Obataya, Ohno, Norimoto,Tomita, 2001: 33) 
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7.7 Urushi lacquer on shakuhachi 

 “Shakuhachi” Traditional Japanese flute made of bamboo which is 

coated lacquer bore.  The use of lacquer sap for Shakuhachi is for protect the bamboo. 

Urushi lacquer has many effects on shakuhachi. Lacquering the bore effectively 

makes it acoustically smaller. By speeding up air-flow/lowering resistance it makes 

shakuhachi play louder and with a clearer tone.  

 

 
 

Figure 47  “Shakuhachi” Japanese Bamboo flute coated lacquer bore. 

Source: “Shakuhachi” accessed October 6, 2013 available  from 

http://www.shakuhachi.com/Q-Bamboo.html 

 

Whether this is better than the sound of an unlacquered bore depends entirely 

on the sound desired by each individual. A lacquered bore hardly ever grows mold and if it 

does it is easy to clean. Natural bamboo bores can grow mold much more easily and may 

require periodic cleaning with distilled white vinegar and a dryer vent brush. Lacquer causes 

an imbalance in the bamboo making it more likely to crack at rest, when not being played. 

Unlacqered shakuhachi may be more likely to crack from the introduction of moisture at the 

top of the shakuhachi from the breath. 
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Figure 48 Shakuhachi is an end-blown bamboo flute with a notched mouthpiece 

Source: “Shakuhachi” accessed October 6, 2013 available  from 

http://factsanddetails.com/japan/cat20/sub130/item708.html 

 

8. Chapter Summary  

The result of the study show that Lanna lacquering has relationship between Tai 

Khern people form Chiang Tung and Khon Mueang in northern Thailand. The Tai Khern 

lacquer artisans migrated to Chiang Mai in Nantaram village during King Kawila’s region 

since 1804. Another lacquer village in Chaing Mai, well known in bamboo lacquer structure 

is Sripan krua. The ancestors of Sripankrua people originally came from Sipsongpanna China 

more over centuries. Lacquer ware is created from local wisdom which has been considered 

in distinctive identity. The traditional Lanna lacquer ware can be divided into two principle 

functions; First, it is used for coat bamboo water resistant houseware items for daily life use. 

The second is created for the decorative expression of Lanna traditional beliefs. The five 

common traditional techniques for surface decoration are: painting with cinnabar, glasses 

inlaid, incised, surface relief and gilded. 

Risks to future growth of  Lanna lacquer ware are considered in 1. Raw materials 

for lacquer production 2. Reducing number of lacquer artisans. 3. The length of time that 

lacquer process takes with low remunerations 4.Qualities of lacquer products with the lack of 

support from new design development and artisans limited of experience. 5.Lack of  

traditional  Lanna lacquer identity for new lacquer product. The meaning of motifs and 
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structures on traditional Lanna lacquerwares consisted of seven commons categories; 1.The 

use of episodes of life story of the Lord Buddha for decoration. 2. The decorative feature of 

the presence of Demi-gods. 3. Elements of universe and Himaphan animals. 4. The 12 year 

cycle  5. Lotus,flora and vine motifs 6. Design symbolic of auspiciousness 7. The Chinese 

influence ornaments. 

For new perspective on Lanna lacquer product development two ways for 

designing prototype products are; 1.Analyzed on the original lacquer ware by focusing on the 

aesthetic of traditional techniques and motifs to design new product for contemporary use in 

theme of Neo Lanna decoration. 2. Analyzed the acoustic properties of lacquer and materials, 

and utilizes traditional design forms when studying the creation of new objects. 

8.1 The integration of Lanna design and Contemporariness 

           While the changing of Thai society and culture causes the mixing with 

other cultures from the past, they become a new culture that has the feel of variety. 

Nowadays, the capitalist society has caused marketing competition. The export of 

handicrafts becomes thriving in forms of adjusted traditional, imitated traditional, and 

imitated foreign favorite and eventually the design in Thailand becomes discontinuous 

and it is difficult to determine its direction or identity. Creative design derails 

although the entrepreneur has potential in producing and the export economy is 

wanted by markets in Europe, USA, and Japan. The researcher would like to review 

our understanding in local art and culture to apply that understanding and then 

integrate it with the demand in each market. Therefore, the design can be developed to 

contemporary design and Lanna prominent point can be used to create products for 

niche market because of the uniqueness and the identity of expressing ancient culture 

as well as the world’s trend on hand-made products and products from natural 

materials. 
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Chapter 3 

Research Methodology 

 

1. Introduction 

The purpose of this research is to create Lanna lacquer objects using a new 

perspective as a way to describe, conceptualize and analyses the cultural of lacquer. Lanna 

characteristics were expressed through new lacquer objects to present new perspective on 

Lanna lacquering. 

This practice base research included both qualitative and quantitative research. The 

research strategy was separated in three parts. First part: field work and design experiment. Field 

work included visiting the geographic area and observing the local community to find cultural 

inspiration, which could be used in the case study. Data collection was based on the ethnographic 

method. Second part: Case study and Analysis. This section uses both qualitative and quantitative 

methods. A questionnaire was used to identify Lanna forms that could inspire the new design. The 

selected forms were applied to create Lacquer objects for the case study. Prototype from the case 

study aimed to find new perspectives and design possibilities for materials and traditional processes 

evaluated by case study models. Third part: The selected model was then developed as a final 

product. The selected model from the previous part was analyzed and developed under Design 

Theory and related theories. The final product was evaluated under design and traditional factors by 

focus group response and computer analysis.  

 

2. The research strategy: Literrature review and Field work, Case study, Experiment 

and design development. 

2.1  Literature review and Field work. 

 The researcher conducted both qualitative research and quantitative research 

for this project. This research was oriented toward Lanna lacquer history and development, 

Asian lacquer history and development and traditional Lacquer method in order to understand 

of materials and techniques for generating new lacquer objects. Literature included journal 

articles, computerized databases, conference proceedings, dissertations, government report, 

books. Geographic area of study included the Lanna Area 8 provinces of Northern Thailand. 

The following identifies  topic studied for this research. 
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2.2 Study of Lanna lacquer historyand development  

 Document review and field research of the Lanna Area in 8 provinces of 

Northen Thailand focused on Chiangmai and Lampang. In-depth interviews was conducted 

experts. Study of traditional lacquer objects were analyzed. Lanna cultural and material 

resources were studied traditional technique were practiced with the local lacquer artisans. 

 

Table 3 Name of key informants: Lanna Lacquer 
 

Name of key informants are below 

Lanna Lacquer experts VithiPanichapan, SatienN.Wongrak 

Local Lacquer business Laithong, NuchLacquerware, Prathung Lacquerware, 

VichaikulLacquerware 

Local Lacquer artisans DungkamolChaikampan, 

SomboonReandee,NongYaoChanadungdee 

Lacquer Artists SakolSutiman, PhumrapeeKhongrit, NarongdajDokkeaw, 

Puttikonkokong 

 

2.3 Study of related Lacquer history : comparison of Lanna and Myanmar 

Lacquer  

 Document study and field research of Myanmar lacquer were in Yangung, 

Bagan and Kengtung. In-depth interviews and discussions were conducted with the Burmese 

lacquer experts and local artisans in cultural exchange and techniques of lacquer process.  

 

Table 4 Name of key informants: Lanna Lacquer 
 

Name of key informants are below 

The curator of Bagan lacquer 

museum 

Eiei Han 

Local artisan in Bagan U Tin Htun 

Local artisan in Kengtung Jommon Family 

Burmese lacquer expert Mr.ThanHtun ( Dedeye). The writer of 

Lacquerware Journeys 
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2.4  Study of Asian Lacquer history and current lacquer state. 

 Document study, Interviews and discussion were held with Asian Lacquer 

experts Japan, Vietnam, China.The researcher participated in the Lacquer workshop in United 

states of America, Myanmar and Thailand.  

 

Table 5 Name of key informants: other Asian Lacquer 
 

Name of key informants are below 

Japanese Lacquer expert and Lacquer 

artist 

Sakurako Matsushima, Fumio Mae, Setsuko Kono 

Vietnamese Lacquer Artists  Tuan Trinh, Mai Nguyen, Saeko Ando 

Chinese Lacquer Artist Jommon Family 

Korean Lacquer Artist Daehyun Shon 

 

3. Case Study 

The case study used of multiple methods of data collection and analysis involving 

both quantitative and qualitative research. These methods could enable the researcher to 

explore and understand the problem. The case study approach was used to make practical 

improvements to the products. 

Hillary Collins’ case study were adapted into the following steps: 

Determine the present situation of the lacquer industry and apply the 

designprocess to traditional lacquer production. 

Gather background information on history, key terms and materials to develop 

the case study.  

Develop potential case study objects and eliminate these that conflict with the  

information collected. Present remained objects and solicited opinions through questionnaire 

to select the most interesting object. 

Used qualitative and quantitative research to test the object’s potential usability in 

practice.  

The case study method was applied on this research as below; 

This case study can be divided into 2 parts. First, this study approach provides a 

survey of traditional common forms of Lanna inspiration. The questionnaire used in this study 

aimed to find Lanna identities in form by surveying 100 target people with basic information 
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about Lanna traditions and culture. Second, the two most selected forms from the 

questionnaire were used for creating a set of new lacquer products for contemporary living. A 

design experiment focuses on forms, traditional technique and materials intended to find a 

new perspective for using lacquer in new products and then exhibit and evaluate them by 

satisfaction survey of the audiences. The most satisfying product from the exhibition was 

used for model development process on the next step. 

3.1 Experiment and design development 

 The third facet of the research strategy was new model development. After 

the studies of Lanna forms, the study of material properties and design process was 

performed. Model from the case study was selected from the exhibition. The model was 

developed in-depth in forms and function. This stage presented the variety of study models to 

reach the final model. Final models were analyzed and evaluated by focus group and 

computer program to find the most appropriate model that could present the new perspective 

on Lanna lacquering. 

“Creative design practice these days is about adapting solutions found in one 

context for use in another” (Jonathan Chapman and Nick Grant, 2007) 

Design development on this research was applied selected objects and refined 

into design theory then continue finally as a final product. Design key words of lacquer 

product development were sustain abilities, properties of lacquer on wood instrument and 

traditional forms. Design concept was developed from complexity design to simplicity design 

to find new perspective of Lanna lacquer products. Lacquer design prototypes presents how 

traditional forms meet new function with new production process.  

After selected product form case study were evaluated, the new product development 

processes was conduct as below: 

3.1.1 Product development process steps (NPD)Concept- Direction of  

3.1.1.1 product development. Clarifying type of product, the  problem, 

the product solves and technique. 

3.1.1.2 Experiment and Ideation – discovered some of many ways 

which product could solves the problems and meet internal goal. Ideas were evaluated and the 

most promising was selected for production. 

3.1.1.3 Design – Flesh out the high level concept from the ideation 

stage through every detail. 
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3.1.1.4 Test – Testing verifies if the product meets the original goals or 

if additional refinement needed. 

3.1.1.5 Final design evaluated  

The steps of the new product development process were listed above as stage 

that follow each other but in reality the process is cyclical, not linear. Ideation, Design and 

Test steps were repeated over and over again, until the product is complete 

     

Concept               experiment &Ideate           Design                 Final product 

 

  Test 

Figure 49 The steps of the new product development process. 

 

4. Sources of Data and Data collection 

This section was discussed the sources of data and techniques. This research was 

separated data collection in two resources: primary data and secondary data  

1. Primary data collection included  interviews, questionnaire and focus group. 

The key points of data were experiment to create a new perspectives on Lanna lacquering.  

2. Secondary data which used in this research main focused on related study. 

4.1 Primary data collection focused on key areas related to research 

objectives. 

 Data collection were conducted in 4 steps as shown below: 

 4.1.1 Observation : Lacquer production and artifacts were directly observed 

in 8 northern provinces of Thailand especially in Chaing Mai, Lampang, Chiang Rai and Shan 

state in Myanmar. 

  The main strength of observation was the direct access to local lacquer 

artisans on production process such as understanding the process, taking photographs and 

video recording.  

  In-depth studied artefacts such as antique lacquer objects, local artisan 

tools provided additional detailed. Some details cannot found in new lacquer objects. 

 4.1.2 Interview : Semi structured interview conduct as below; 
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  The open ended of the question defines the topic of lacquer and culture 

in personal perspectives under investigation.  

  The researcher encouraged the interviewee to express more ideas by 

personal perspective about lacquer development during discussion. 

  In-depth interview operated by face -to -face several times with the 

experts and focus group to follow up on a particular issue to clarify concepts or check the 

reliability of data.  

 4.1.3 Questionnaire: The researcher surveyed 100 people with basic 

knowledge of Lanna culture and traditional (Chiang Mai university third years - forth year 

students and academic staffs from the faculty of Architecture, the faculty of Fine Art, artists , 

designers and Lanna experts) using paper-pencil-questionnaire with images of shapes and 

forms that could represent Lanna identity. 

 4.1.4  Focus group: The researcher provided a paper-pencil questionnaire 

with an image of Lanna identities in shape and forms response by 100 people who have basic 

knowledge about Lanna Culture and traditional  The objective of this questionnaire is to reach 

Lanna forms inspiration for creating new lacquer objects.   

 A focus group discussion conducted by a researcher in a non-structured and 

natural manner with a small group of respondents. The main purpose of a focus group was 

gained their opinion by testing and talking about specific issues of new lacquer products.  

 A focus groups separated in three groups of people: Lacquer experts and 

designers, Music and sound experts, users and target group. 

4.2 Secondary data collection 

 Secondary data was used related study sources by written and unwritten data. 

Written sources include journals, books, reports, conference proceedings and database 

communications such as email. Unwritten data include voice, video recording and photos 

images. (Hillary Conlins, 2010: 122) 

 Documentary sources could be written or unwritten. Related documents were 

collected in libraries, local museum, conferences, workshop, etc. 

 

5.  Data analysis  

Data Analysis explained that useful information could be highlighted. This step 

was involves processing and working on data, in ordered to understand what all presented in 

the data. Data analysis methods and procedures presented  into pictures. Charts, graphs, and 
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write-ups in text form, Various methods were used to analyze data. These methods were 

designed to polish and refine the data, so that the researcher could obtain interesting or useful 

information. 

Data was ordered in the four step. This process would be analyzed the data for 

operate new perspective of new lacquer products. 

The interrelated process of data collection, data ordering and data analysis to 

operate new perspective 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 50 The interrelated process of data collection, data ordering and data analysis 

to operate new perspective 

 

5.1 Techniques of analysis was developed from creative research by 

Hillary Collins 

5.1.1 Narrative summary analyses technique used for literature and 

history reviewed.  

5.1.2 Domain Analysis used to describe social and cultural situations.  

The method started by emphasizing what was social situation to participants, while 

they could interrelate it with cultural meanings. 

5.1.3 Content analysis : Semi-structure interviews would  be analyzed  

as the systematic description use for analyzing in :Interpretative approach and social 

Anthropological approach  

5.1.4 Computers and statistical analysis. 

 

6. Design Analysis 

The final product was evaluated under design and traditional factors by 

focus group response and computer analysis. Design analysis were analyzed in two 

Theoretical sampling  Datacollection Data ordering

New perspective 
development  
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perspectives consist of design factors and traditional influence. The topic of analysis 

criteria show as below: 

6.1 Production process : both traditional production and new production                             

6.2 The use of materials: environment concern and sustainability for future 

development.  

6.3 Design appearance: traditional forms inspiration 

6.4 Design analysis by 10 principles of good design by Dieter Rams’ 2 

Good Design principles was used to show that a good design is unobtrusive and it is 

as little design as possible 

6.5 Product Feature: sound analysis and evaluate by Human rating opinion 

and Computer analysis on Cube base version 5       
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Figure 51 Research Flow Chart 
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Chapter 4 

Data collection  

Practice and experiment 

 

 This chapter describes about data collection and design experiment by case 

studies. This chapter was separated in three main parts. The first part is data collection. The 

second part is practice and experiment. The Third part is product evaluations. Data collection 

included interviews, questionnaire and focus group. The key points of data were collect as a 

background research for new lacquer products development. Practice and experiment aims to 

find the new perspective for the case study. Product evaluations divided into two parts. First 

by focus group evaluation and second by computer devices. 

 

1. Primary data collection focused on key areas of interest related to research objectives. 

1.1 Data collection were conducted in 2 steps as shown below: 

 Observation : The main strength of observation was the direct access to local 

lacquer artisans on production process such as understanding the process, taking photographs 

and video recording.  

 In-depth studied artefacts such as antique lacquer objects, local artisan tools 

provided additional detailed. Some details cannot found in new lacquer objects.  

 1.1.1 The study area is divided as follows: 

  The area of 8 provinces of northern Thailand. Chiang Mai, Chiang Rai, 

Phayao, Lampang, Mae Hong son Nan. The main study area of research is Chiang Mai 

Province which is the capital of Lanna in the past as well. The history and heritage of 

lacquerware making continuously from past to present. 

  1.1.1.1 Central Thailand and Bangkok: Ratanakosin influence. 

  1.1.1.2  The area which is related Lanna economic, social and cultural 

as Kengtung, Shan State, Myanmar. 

  1.1.1.3 Myanmar Bagan and Rangoon Sustainability lacquerware 

industry from the past to the present. 

  1.1.1.4 Other countries in Asia with the culture of Lacquer use and 

production. 
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The observation on Lacquer production and in-depth studied artifacts were 

conduct as shown below: 

 

Table 6 Lacquer survey and data collection 
 

Thailand 

Lanna region eight Northern Provinces  

Provinces Place to visited Data collection 

focused on 

Chiang Mai  Nantaramvillege Production and 

tecnique 

 Sipankrua village Bamboo coiled 

 Tongkai village Wood Turning 

 Baan Tawai Synthetic lacquer and 

Antique 

 Chiang Mai university Lacquer education 

and technique 

 National museum Chiang Mai Antique 

 Chaing Mai Art and cultural Museum Lacquer Exhibition  

 Local Museum WatKetkaram Local lacquer objects 

 Temples in Muang District Objects  and 

decoration 

 Private lacquer collections objects 

 Lacquer industries and Lacquer business New Production 

process  

Lamphun WatPrathatHariphunchai Objects  and 

decoration 

Lampang WatPrathatLampangLuang Objects  and 

decoration 

 WatPongyangkrok Objects  and 

decoration 
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Table 6 Lacquer survey and data collection (continued) 
 

Thailand 

Lanna region eight Northern Provinces  

 WatLaihin Objects  and 

decoration 

Maehongson Hill tribe Village (Karien)   

Chiang Rai Thailand – Myanmar border   Lacquer market 

Prae Conversation with Lanna Expert Lacquer objects 

Nan Conversation with Lanna Expert Lacquer objects 

Prayao Non evidence of lacquer production 

Bangkok Thailand 

Bangkok National Museum Ratanakosin Style 

Giled 

 WatPrachetuphon Restoration  

Myanmar 

Keng Tung Thachilek market Lacquerware shop 

 JommonVillege Thayoetechniuqe 

Bagan BaganLacquerware technology college Incised Technique 

 BaganLacquerware museum Antique objects 

 MingalaVillege Incised Technique 

Yangkung BoyokAungsan Market Antique and New 

Lacquer object 

Other countries 

Vietnam Conversation with the experts Technique and objects 

Korea Conversation with the experts Technique and objects 

China Conversation with the experts Technique and objects 

Japan Conversation with the experts Technique and objects 

 

The fieldwork aims to study the history and cultural changes of the lacquer use 

and production in the northern Thailand provinces and lacquer production in Asian countries 
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which t influence to Lanna as well. The observation were divided into the filed study to 

collect primary data and discussions with experts in different views. 

1.2 Interview: Semi structured interview conduct as below;  

1.2.1 The open ended of the question defines the topic of lacquer and culture  

in personal perspectives under investigation. (Conduct as a conversation)  

1.2.2 The researcher encouraged the interviewee to express more ideas by  

personal perspective about lacquer development during conservation. 

1.2.3  The focus group selected by snowballing technique 

The researcher access to expert group by Snowballing technique. The 

discussion and interviewed with the lacquer professionals and experts had exchanged of 

information on the lacquer contents in different views. The main point of conversation was 

the lacquer development from the past to the present, including the conservation and new 

lacquer knowledge.  

 

Table 7 List of Lacquer experts 
 

Lacquer experts conversation and discussion 

No. Name Skill of experts From 

1. VithiPanichpan Lacquer History Chiang Mai 

Thailand 

2. Satien N Wongrak Restoration Chiang Mai 

Thailand 

3. PratuangSomjit Nantaram Lacquer 

Production 

Chiang Mai 

Thailand 

4. DoungkamolChaikampan Lacquer coating Chiang Mai 

Thailand 

5. SombonReandee Incised technique Chiang Mai 

Thailand 

6. SankamSribonruang Forming and coated Chiang Mai 

Thailand 

7. SasitornMongkhonruankit Nantaram Lacquer 

Production 

Chiang Mai 

Thailand 
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Table 7 List of Lacquer experts (continued) 
 

Lacquer experts conversation and discussion 

No. Name Skill of experts From 

8. KankeawKantima Coiled Bamboo Chiang Mai 

Thailand 

9. SakolSutiman Giled and Vietnamese Chiang Mai 

Thailand 

10. PutikunKorkong and 

Phumrapee 

Giled and Cinnabar Chiang Mai 

Thailand 

11. NarongdajDokkeaw Painted Chiang Mai 

Thailand 

13. SatsukoKono Lacquer History (Journalist) Chiang Mai 

Thailand 

14. Suwan Antique New Lacquer Market 

(Synthetic) 

Chiang Mai 

Thailand 

15. MorragotwongPhumiplup Vietnamese History  Bangkok 

Thailand 

16. Mai Nguyan Vietnamese Technique Hue Vietnam 

17. Sakurako Matsushima Asian Lacquer Japan 

18 Saeko Ando Vietnamese Lacquer Japan 

19. Tuan Trinh Vietnamese Paint Hanoi Vietnam 

20. NhaTrang Hem Lacquered Vietnamese in US

22. EiEi Han Bagan Lacquer Bagan Myanmar 

23. Jommom Family Kengtung Kengtung 

Myanmar 

 

1.3 Questionnaire : The researcher surveyed 100 people with basic knowledge of 

Lanna culture and traditional (Chiang Mai university third years - forth year students and 

academic staffs from the faculty of Architecture, the faculty of Fine Art, artists , designers and 

Lanna experts) using paper-pencil-questionnaire with images of shapes and forms that could 

represent Lanna identity. 
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The researcher provided a paper-pencil questionnaire with an image of Lanna 

identities in shape and forms response by 100 people who have basic knowledge about Lanna 

Culture and traditional  The objective of this questionnaire is to reach Lanna forms inspiration 

for creating new lacquer objects.   

 

Figure 52  Survey of Lanna form inspriration 

 

The trapezoid shape in number 3 was the most selected by 34 percent of people. 

The round shape in number 2 was the second place were selected by 28 percent of 

people. 

The trapezoid shape in number 5 was the third place were selected by 24  percent 

of people 

 

2. Practice and Experiment: Finding the new perspective 

To conduct research on the part of the design concept. A study of the lacquer 

process of local experts, technicians and researcher self-training be guided by local experts 

both and international experts to deploy to develop the concept and works.The technical 

process of experts in various fields of the study shows as below. 
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Table 8 Practice and experiment in chronologic 
 

Practice and experiment 

No. Instructor Technique Activities Year Place 

1. Self-experiment Coiled Bamboo experiment 2010 Chiang Mai, 

Thailand 

2. SakolSuthimal Giled Practice 2010 Chiang Mai, 

Thailand 

3. SombonReandee Incised Workshop 2011 Chiang Mai, 

Thailand 

4. DuangkamolChikampan Lacquering Practice 2011 Chiang Mai, 

Thailand 

5. Self-experiment Lacquering Practice 2012 Chiang Mai, 

Thailand 

6. Fumio Mae Japanese Chinkin Demonstrate 

& Workshop 

2013 New York, 

USA 

7. Kazumi Murose Japanese Maki-e Demonstrate 2013 New York, 

USA 

8. Yuji Okada Japanese Lacquerware-

restoration 

Demonstrate 2013 New York, 

USA 

9. Yamamura Shinya Japanese Surface        

Saya-nuri 

Demonstrate 2013 New York, 

USA 

10. Kunihiro Komori Japanese 

Wickerwork&Kyushisu 

Demonstrate 2013 New York, 

USA 

11. Daehyun Shon Korean Lacquers Demonstrate 2013 New York, 

USA 

12. Saeko Ando Vietnamese Lacquer 

Paint 

Workshop 2013 Bagan, 

Myammar, 

Chiang 

Mai,Thailand

13. KichiroMasumura Japanese Kanshitsu Demonstrate 2014 Bagan, 

Myammar 

14. Sakurako Matsushima Non-toxic Paint Workshop 2014 Bagan, 

Myammar 
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2.1 To gain the ideas for creating new Lanna lacquer objects. This stage of 

research the researcher was conducted in three parallel approaches. As below 

 To study lacquer knowledge 

 To training in workshop, self-practice and experiment. 

 To applied lacquer techniques for the new design. 

2.1.1 2010 Attended  Lacquerware in Southeast Asia class taught by 

VithiPhanichphant from Thai Art Department 

 The researcher studied forms and culture of lacquerware in Asia taught 

by VithiPhanichphant. The studies were about types and techniques of lacquerware, social 

context of lacquerware culture in Asia, the history of lacquer varnish application in coating 

containers, and the characteristics of lacquerware in each area by field studies of lacquerware 

production in communities in Chiang Mai, for instance, Nantaram Village, Sri-pun-krua 

Village, Survey of lacquerware in ChiangMai, Kentun, lacquer markets and ancient 

lacquerware collection areas.  

 

 

Figire 53 Lacquerware in Southeast Asia class by Vithi Panichapan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 54 Survey of Lacquer in Kentung Shan State Myanmar 
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2.1.2 2010 Studied bamboo coiling formation process, weaving, and 

technical experiment 

From the field study of bamboo coiling formation in Sri-pun-krua 

community, AmphoeMuang, Chiang Mai and the weaving area in Pa-bong Village, 

AmphoeSaraphi, Chiang Mai, the researcher studied about bamboo coiling technique and 

basic bamboo preparation to form a product structure from bamboo coiling technique. Work 

procedures 

To prepare bamboo with a natural method before splitting into strips, 

the local artisans informed her to soak bamboo in the ditch for 1 month. The water will rinse 

off protein in the bamboo which is a food source for the insects like the weevil. This method 

can prevent insects from eating bamboo without using any chemical process.  

 

Figure 55 prepare bamboo with a natural method 

 

To split bamboo into strips, Sri-pun-krua Village and Pabong Village share 

similar process. They use a specific tool made to split bamboo before using strips in weaving 

or forming with coiling technique.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 56 split bamboo into strips. 
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The formation of bamboo coiling starts from chipping off the strips and crossing 

them to determine the perimeter. Then, strips are added by coiling from the outside to the 

inside to form the structure into different shapes. This technique uses the material property 

which is springiness of the bamboo to retain the shapes. In the past, bamboo coiling was used 

to form lacquerware structures for flower bowl and wooden utensils before coating with 

lacquer varnish. At present, the coiling bamboo structures in Sri-pun-krua Village are coated 

with synthetic polish.  

After studying about the formation of coiling bamboo in the field sites and from 

the local artisans, the researcher had ideas to experiment by changing the bamboo coiling 

structures with technique of using steam to bend. After the experiment of coiling the bamboo 

and steaming to soften it then bending it into simple prototypes, the result is that the bamboo 

is soften to make a new structure but it has retrieving rate of 20 percent. This technique can be 

applied to make new shapes using the coiling technique but it requires a further study about 

retrieving after bending and the materials to use as a binder to retain 

the shape of the objects after being bent. For this experiment, the researcher used 

dyed strips with the bending technique to present a production perspective of bamboo surface 

characteristic that is not coated 

 

Figure 57 Sripankrua Bamboo coiled training 

 

Figure 58 Self-experiment: Bending bamboo 
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2.1.3 2010 Studied the lacquering and gold gilding technique from 

SakolSutthimal, artist and lecturer of Thai Arts Department, Faculty of Fine Arts, Chiang 

MaiUniversity. 

 Lanna gold gilding technique in the past is to carve paper and mark 

with the lacquer varnish before gilding gold on the red surface. This technique is different 

from the lacquering and gilding technique in the central region where the gum from trees is 

used to block the color before gilding gold on the black surface. The researcher has studied 

Lanna carving pattern on mulberry paper and the gold gilding technique from the central 

region. Recently, the authentic lacquerware market in Nantaram Chiang Mai is influenced by 

the gold gilding forms and patterns from Rattanakosin while the synthetic lacquerware market 

in Baan Tawai admires forms and technique from Mandalay 

 

 

Figure 59  Survey of new lacquer production in Baan Tawai villege: syntetic material 

 

 In studying and experimenting gold gilding technique, the researcher 

designed lamps by lessening the shape of ancient “Oub” offering bowl. The 

researcher wanted the gold gilding technique to reflect lights from the bulb. Gold was 

gilded on curved surface inside the lamp. It required very high skill. The experts 

pointed that this is different from the original gold gilding technique which has 2 

dimensions with flat surface. Since the gold sheet was costly, the researcher made 3 

sizes of lamp sets gilded with gold, copper alloy, and silver. 
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Figure 60  gild technique studied with Sakol Suthimarn 

 

 The result found that the gold and the silver sheets were aesthetic and 

durable but the copper alloy underwent oxidation process which caused the color to 

change. Using gold gilding technique on the lamps, although the lacquer can tolerate 

heat but the accumulated heat in the wood causes the lacquered surface to swell. The 

researcher suggested that to solve this problem the lamp structure should be airy to 

ventilate the heat and to scatter the lights as a decorative purpose. 

2.1.4 2011 participated in Incising Technique workshop by Associate 

Professor WararunBoonyasurat “Fean Baan Yan Weang Project” 

The researcher participated in incised lacquerware workshop taught 

by local artisans, DuangkamolChaikumpan and SomboonRiendee, in Nantaram 

community, Chiang Mai. Lacquerware from Nantaram has an outstanding original 

technique from the past; it uses sharp-pointed iron to incise patterns on the surface 

before coating with the red lacquer and scrubbing off for patterns. This technique is 

very similar to the Burmese incising technique in Bagan but the details of the outlines 

and the patterns are different. Participating in the workshop was the advancement of 

practice. The researcher learned coating surfaces from DuangkamolChaikumpan and 

incisingtechnique from SomboonRiendee. Also, she exchanged knowledge about 

lacquerware with other participants. She talked to Japanese people who live in Chiang 

Mai who gave opinions on the transfer of incisedlacquer culture from Chiang Mai to 

Southern Japan. Setsuko Konowas interested in lacquerware and found information to 

write articles about the lacquerware in Chiang Mai for Chao Magazine. 

Participating in the workshop, although she got to do hands-on 

experience but using acrylic paint in the last step preventing the incised patterns from 

being as obvious as in the past (where toxic red lacquer was used). Later on, the 
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researcher practiced the original incisingtechnique and used the genuinely original 

material and technique by herself to in-depth study under the local artisans’ advice.   

 

Figure 61 Somboon Reandee, Dungkamol Chikampan, lacquer workshop 
 

 

 

Figure 62 Lacquer coating: self-experiment with materials 
 

 

Figure 63 incised technique training with local artisan 
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Figure 64 Cinnabar: red mercury sulfide (Toxic pigment) 
 

 

Figure 65 Self-practice: incised technique 

 

2.1.5 2011-2012 Self-study: Idea development from filed trip observation 

From the study on lacquer varnish property and literature review together with data collection 

on sites to find some inspiration, the researcher connected the information to make a new 

perspective for Lanna lacquer products. The study of property of lacquering and sounding 

conformed to using lacquer vanish in coating the musical instruments in the past. The field 

exploration found the shape of Buddhist pulpit with a wide mouth opening in Lanna area that 

offers the practical shape to amplify sound in an open vihara for preaching in the past. The 

researcher set a hypothesis about sounding and the ancient Bhuddist pulpit shape and tested it 

by making a small model with a wide mouth opening rectangular shape as a prototype. The 

volume was measured as iPhone was used as a sound generator. The development of 
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prototype happened the same time as the study of lacquering technique with a local artisan, 

DuangkamolChaikumpan. 

The study found that the lacquered surface made by the local artisan was not as 

smooth compared to the lacquerware from other countries. This may relate to the tools and 

refinement. The lacquer brush is a key component besides the basic skill. The local artisans 

nowadays use brushes made of synthetic fiber which the quality is not good enough. The 

inconsistency of the fibers cause air bubble trace and brush trace on the surface in the 

finishing process. It causes the local lacquerware not to be able to show the black surface 

alone but it needs other decorative techniques. Because the researcher was interested in the 

black surface of the lacquer, the last step for the surface was to refine with fine sandpaper to 

rub out the brush trace. Finally, the surface was rubbed with silky cocoon to make the surface 

half matte half shiny which is a perspective in producing local lacquerware for a new option 

of Lannalacquerware market. 

 

 

Figure 66 Local tools 
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Figure 67 Local  wood turning in Baan Tong Kai 

 

Figure 68 Local Tone wood 

 

 

Figure 69 Self-study base coated. 
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Figure 70  Model making 1 Laser cutting test. 

 

 

Figure 71 Model making 2 CNC cutting 

 

 

Figure 72 Model making 3 Hand Cutting  
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Figure 73 Final Models  

 

2.1.6 2013International survey and workshop participation 

 The researcher participated in Asian Lacquer International Symposium 

in 2013 and met the experts of lacquerware in various fields. She presented her design from 

2012 which is an experimenting work on applying cultural shape and the lacquering and 

sounding properties. The researcher participated in Japan’s National Treasure of Lacquer 

workshop to study Japan’s lacquering techniques, for instance, Chinkin,Maki-e, Saya-nuri, 

Kyushisu and the techniques demonstration from Korea and China.  

 

 

Figure 74 Chinkin Workshop by Fumio Mae Japan National Treasure: New York 2013 
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Chin-kin workshop demonstrate by Fumio Mae fromJapan National 

Treasure, the researcher experienced lacquer incising tool that can create various forms of 

surface. The tool is similar to woodcut tool in the print work. Trying Chinkin craving tool on 

Wajima lacquer surface gave a different feeling from incising on the Chiang Mai lacquer 

surface because the thickness and hardness of the surface. The specific tool made Chinkin 

technique be able to create various and fine characteristic on surfaces.  

 

Figure 75 Presentation: New perspective on Lanna lacquering New York 2013 

 

After participating in Asian Lacquer International Symposium in New 

York in May, the researcher exchanged viewpoints on lacquerware in Southeast Asia with 

Professor Sakurako Matsushima from Japan who founded Asian Lacquer craft research 

project in 2013 with the lacquerware research and development cooperation with Bagan, 

Myanmar. In August 2013, Professor Sakurako came to collect data on Lannalacquerware in 

Chiang Mai and invited the researcher to join Japan-Myanmar Exchange craft Project by 

giving a talk on Thai lacquerware situation at BaganLacqureware Technology College, 

Bagan, Myanmar. It was a great connection to the lacquerware research. In this project, the 

researcher met Professor Chen Shunwa from Taiwan who is an expert in lacquer arts. Also, 

the researcher participated in scrubbing lacquer surface in Vietnam style workshop with 

Saeko Ando, a Japanese artist who is an expert in lacquer painting from Vietnam.  

Sakurako Matsushima’s lacquer connection gave the researcher 

opportunities to meet lacquer artists and scholars from various fields. After meeting Saeko 

Ando at Bagan, she was interested in visiting Chiang Mai to study Chiang Mai’s lacquer 
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technique. She also shared her knowledge on Vietnam lacquerware with the students at the 

faculty of Fine Arts. 

 

 

Figure 76 Vietnamese Lacquer Art workshop by Saeko Ando : Bagan, Chiang Mai 2013 
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Figure 77 Survey of Bagan Lacquerware production 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 78 Survey of Bagan Lacquerware production 2 
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Figure 79 Non Toxic pigment workshop 

 

In 2013, after learning about lacquerware from the experts 

internationally, the researcher was aware of the lacquerware situation in many countries that 

have to adjust their forms in order to stay in the high competitive markets of the 21st century. 

Many countries are focusing on giving design education to improve the forms to meet the 

needs at the present along with conserving and giving knowledge to the interested people.   

2.1.7 2014 Exhibitions and Publications 

The researcher publicized her research along with developing her 

work since 2012. In 2014, she publicized her work as academic articles in Silpakorn 

International Journal and exhibited her work at the Arts Academic Exhibition by Faculty of 

Fine Arts, Chiang Mai University’ lecturers at BACC. In September, she was invited to 

exhibit her design at BaganLacquerware Technology CollegeMyanmar where she participated 

in Kanshitsu technique workshop led by KichiroMasumura from Japan National Treasure and 

the non-toxic painting for lacquerware led by Sakurako Matsushima.  
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Figure 80 Acoustic Boxes exhibition in Bacc Bangkok and Bagan 

 

In October 2014, Department of International Trade Promotion arranged training 

on Vietnamese Lacquer Painting for Nantaram community. Tuan Trinh, a Vietnamese artist 

was invited to train the participants. The researcher inquired about the lacquerware situation 

in Vietnam and found that nowadays Vietnamese artists used synthetic polish which is easier 

to apply and cheaper than the natural lacquer varnish. Many colleges in Vietnam face a 

problem that new students are not interested in Lacquer Painting course. In 2014, Hanoi 

University and Hue University have significantly less students registering for the course.  
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Figure 81 Vietnamese Lacquer workshop at Nantaram viilege by Tuan Trinh 

 

To conclude the ideas in the practice process to develop skills in designing 

after learning from the local experts and self-practice, all the processes required 

experiences and improvement. Accessing the technical information by herself is an in-

depth learning process because some techniques, if the designers do not understand 

the working process, they cannot develop production pattern and it will create gaps 

among the designers and the producers. Other factors in improving the local 

lacquerware are the lack of skilled workers and not good enough tools. Participating 

in workshops and exchanging point of views with the lacquer experts nationally and 

internationally makes the researcher know about the current situation of lacquerware. 

Techniques and working process can be applied with the local artisans’ skills to keep 

on improving Lannalacquarware, for instance, using tools that make the fine work and 

using non-toxic polish which is the core of future development of lacquerware and 

using other materials along with designing.  
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3. Product evaluation by focus group and computer analysis. 

Evaluation of the Case Study of new lacquer objects  with the sound 

through the evaluation iphone4 is presented in two ways. 

3.1 A focus group discussion conducted by a researcher in a non-structured 

and natural manner with a small group of respondents. The main purpose of a focus 

group was gained their opinion by testing and talking about specific issues of new 

lacquer products.  

A Focus group testing were separated in 2 groups of people. First 

group includes musician and sound experts, Second group includes users and target 

group. 
 

Table 9 Name of sound and music experts 
 

No. Name Specialist 

1. ThitipolKanteewong Asian Music / Lanna Music 

2. SarawutRupin Lanna Music 

3. ThoraninKitipal Rock / Heavy Metal 

4. KorapinMaysiyadol Piano 

5. Ellen Adam Pop / Electronic / Acoustic 

6. ChaipurkBhatanadamrongjit Acoustic Guitar 

7. NarinWutthipong Voice 

   

 

Figure 82 Acoustic boxes evaluated by music experts 
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3.2 Computer analysis conducted by NakarinRodput a sound engineer, The 

speakers test were set up at the Masscotte studio Chiang Mai. Testing equipment are 

as below  

1. Software CubaseVersion 5 

2. Recorder Zoom seriesH4N 

3. iPhone 4 

The use of the frequency Note of the A 6 level : 110 Hz, 220 Hz, 440 

Hz, 880 Hz, 1760 Hz 

3.2.1 The test conduct in the distance at 0.5 m., 1 m. and 2 m. The 

result of 0.5 meter was use in data analysis because most significant. 

 The test consists of four songs as below; 

 Acoustic: Jack Johnson: Better Together Male Pop music with 

acoustic guitar and soft-toned vocals, double bass and drums gently. Representation 

of the music is clear which can hear each instrument clearly. 

 Jazz: Fourplay - Max O Man: Jazz music (no vocals) with 4 

pieces instruments present the sound of each instrument clearly. Bass and drums 

celebrated despite being a low voice. But in the sound quality to be recognized as the 

instrument is played gradually into a rhythm.  

3.3  Rock - Bon Jovi – living on a prayer 

To analysis on wavelength characteristics of the sound. This song 

represented the high vocals and noisily. (Virtually no gap 

3.4 Piano–Instrumental: Classic-Debussy-arabesque no 1 By Bennett Lerner. 

To analyse the response of the musical notation.This song representative of piano with 

high dynamic. (The difference between treble and bass). 
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Figure 83 Sound engineer team 

 

 

Figure 84 decibel test in two direction 
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Figure 85  Decibel test 
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Chapter 5 

Design Analysis and result 

 

This chapter presents the analysis of new lacquer products. From the study of the 

history of lacquer use in Lanna and others area by the documents though collect field data 

found that the lacquer process that takes a long time and the limited available resources of 

lacquer sap. Now the raw lacquer sap which use in this area is imported from Myanmar and 

the prices is increasing. Another problem is considering the availability of lacquer equipment 

to produce lacquerware in Thailand has many limitations compare with other countries such 

as Myanmar, Vietnam and Japan. The current lacquer market lack of variety of lacquer 

products while the production line has no new generation’s artisan. The researcher has ideas 

about how to develop the new lacquer products by the idea of  cultural inspiration and 

reducing the use of materials by create the line of alternative lacquer products to the new 

market in view of contemporary lacquer objects. 

 

1. Design Analysis 

The results of the New perspective on Lanna lacquering presents in 3 case 

studies, First group of new lacquer objects are self-practice and experiments, second group of 

objects are decorative products and the third group are the acoustic box series for iPhone. The 

analysis focused on the functional use, form inspiration, production process and materials.  

1.1 First group of new lacquer objects are from self-practice and experiments 

1.2 Second group of objects are technique inspiration and material combination. 

1.3 Third group of objects are acoustic box series with the trapezoid form.  

1.1 First group of new lacquer objects are from self-practice and 

experiments 

The first group of new lacquer objects was from self-practice and 

experiments. The field study of Lanna lacquer objects formation in the past in Nantaram and 

Sri-pun-krua communities in Chiang Mai province found that both areas were correlated in 

production process. While the origin of lacquer objects started from forming bamboo 

structure using Sri-pun-krua bamboo coiling technique as flower bowls, wooden utensils, Oub 

offering bowl, and then being sent to be lacquered in the Nantaram area, the Nantaram 
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structure came from bamboo interlacing as Oh small bowls. The researcher obtained the 

concept from the field study and reviewed the working method in order to design new 

products from the structural concepts which could be divided into 3 concepts as followed.  

1.1.1 The structural development of the first set of products started from 

experimenting the working process of bamboo coiling technique by using the Unfinished 

Process concept. The products were created with a perspective of local materials and 

techniques. Bamboo structure was a part of the lacquer ware formation process. However, the 

researcher left out the coating and lacquering process to display the coiling structure and to 

express the beauty of materials and techniques from the handicraft that was applied to the 

design. The bamboo was coiled and pushed freely upward and downward to create 

asymmetric surface as a simple structure product that presented a new perspective of 

independent configuration which did not depend on the original form of lacquer ware. 

 

 

Figure 86  Bamboo coiling experiment 

 

1.1.2 The structural development of the third set of products was to modify 

the coiling bamboo structure with steam bending method. The process started from the 

original basic coiling by hand to form the structure, and then it was steamed to soften the 

bamboo. The structure was bent to the new structure with a bending block. This method could 

create various forms of bamboo structure in organic shapes. Nevertheless, bamboo had high 

springiness which caused the structure to retrieve its original state. This problem was solved 

by lacquering on one side as a binder before taking the structure out of the bending press. 
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Figure 87 Steam bending 

 

1.1.3 The structural development of the second set of products proceeded 

from the first one, the Unfinished Process concept. The researcher dyed bamboo strips before 

coiling them to color the new product with a perspective of natural dyes. This technique was 

tested in Baan Pa-bong community. The dyed bamboo strips were randomly selected to create 

patterns in the product without being lacquered or coated with chemical polish. 

 

 

Figure 88  Dyes bamboo strips are randomly selected to use for coiling 
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Figure 89 Bamboo strips dyes at Baan Pa-bong  

Function  

As this was the first experiment to create a product prototype, the work focused 

on experimenting techniques rather than for the direct functional purposes. The product 

prototype conformed to the fundamental utility that involved structure which was categorized 

with dining table utensils and decoration. It was modified from lacquering culture in the past 

which was categorized as the table utensils or things for worship purpose. 

Form and aesthetic 

Although the function of the product prototype was mainly considered from the 

formation techniques and the inspiration from the products’ foundation in the past, the structural 

experiments could diversify new perspectives to bamboo coiling products in the configuration 

aspect. The free coiling interestingly created the new surfaces to the work of structure. It allowed 

uniqueness and beautified the exclusive structure in each work which could build value to the 

handicraft. It diversified the options in production of the artwork differently.  

Production process and materials resources 

The analysis of materials usage and working process of lacquer objects in the past 

until present found that the process had changed due to market demand and the substitution of 

lacquer varnish to synthetic polish. The researcher attempted to conserve the fundamental 

production process by mainly using bamboo structure and natural resources from the original 

culture. Although, taking the coating process out to avoid using synthetic polish in the new 

product expressed the existing beauty of natural resources. 
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1.2 The second group of objects used technique inspiration and material 

combination. 

 The second experiment was to seek for physical beauty of materials and 

techniques in lacquer ware under the Material Contrast concept. The shape motivation came 

from the study of lacquer forms in the past. The sphere shape was distinctly shown in Lanna 

lacquering because of the techniques such as the formation of wood, coiling bamboo, and 

weaving bamboo strips. The researcher searched for the local unique shapes to create a new 

configuration by adjusting from the original Lanna lacquer ware. The shape of “Oub” offering 

bowl was chosen for the design by lessening the structure to create a new product. The lathed 

wood structural formation technique from Baan Tong-kai and bamboo coiling technique from 

Baan Sri-pun-krua were used to mix with other materials in order to reduce the working 

duration and to create a new perspective to the lacquer object. 

 

 

Figure 90 Simplifying the structure of “Oup” to create a new product.   

1.2.1 For the first set of products in this group, the researcher focused on 

decoration and gold gilding techniques on the lacquer ware. In the past, the gilding technique 

was used to decorate the vihara wall called Lai Kam, which means gold gilding on the red 

surface, as well as to decorate the red lacquer ware for the upper-class. The physical property 
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of gilding technique in the researcher’s opinion was the ability to scatter lights. It was good 

for designing a decorative product that involved lights. The golden and black colors created 

clear contrast to the surface. The work in this set consisted of 3 hanging pendant lamps using 

silver, gold, and copper alloy gilding technique. 

 

 

Figure 91  Hanging pendant lamps gild technique 

 

 Function 

 All three lamps were designed with a clear consideration of functional 

purpose. The “Oub” offering bowl structure was lessened and the gilding technique of silver, 

gold, and copper alloy was used to scatter lights. The result of testing the lamps found that the 

lamps gave off attractive light and the scattering light from reflecting the metals was suitable 

with the lamps. The brightness from the metals contrasted with the complete black lacquered 

surface which made the lamps outstanding in simple shapes. Later on, the silver and the 

copper alloy gilded lamps had chemical reactions with the atmosphere which caused the 

metals to change colors and reduced the property of light reflection. In conclusion, the gold 

gilded lamp had a longer operating life than the silver and the copper alloy gilded lamps.  

 Form and aesthetic 

 The top structure of Oub offering bowl was applied in designing the 

decorative pendant lamps. The shape related to the belief in the original culture was applied in 

the new culture with a respect for the function and the installing location. The shape 

simplification of Oub bowl into a simple framework was suitable for the function. It helped 

promote the material properties and designing techniques to be remarkable. The development 

of shape was crucial in designing. Applying the cultural shape properly could create diversity 

to the products which in this case study was lessening Oub bowl cultural shape for the 

contemporary design that could be adjusted with cultural inspiration in other forms.  

 Production process and materials resources 

 The lathed wood technique was the original technique in making 

containers and utensils in the Northern region by the skillful artisans in Tong-kai village, 
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Chiang Mai province. The form of the lamps considered a simple shape in the production by 

using mango wood, a local material that was fast growing and inexpensive. The mango wood 

was used as a structure before lacquering and the lacquering along with the gold gilding 

technique could add value to the product. Therefore, the material selection for the structure 

should be considered in designing. The problem during the working process was the difficulty 

in gold gilding on the curved surface which required some practices because the gilding 

professionals were used to working with the even surfaces.  

 1.2.2 The second set from the concept of mixing materials needed the 

lacquering producing process in designing. The researcher created a prototype from mixing 

natural material (bamboo) and synthetic material (acrylic) as a decorative wall lamp. The 

techniques used were bamboo dyeing and coiling along with acrylic laser cutting and the LED 

light bulb was installed. The motivation came from the “Oub” bowl’s top view which 

contained overlapping circles that connected with the belief of the universe and the Maha 

Natee Sitandon.  

 

 

Figure 92 The universe and the Maha Natee Sithandon: Mount Meru 
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Figure 93 Decorative wall lamp: concept of the universe. 

 

Function 

The decorative wall lamp provided reflections from LED light through 

the acrylic that was laser cut in water circular ripple pattern. The middle of the lamp was 

decorated with natural dyed coiling bamboo that helped hide the light and create the different 

surfaces of two very different materials that harmonized together. It reflected the design 

concept that was motivated by the imagination of wave of Maha Natee Sitandon in Lanna 

belief. 

Form and aesthetic 

The unfolding of Oub bowl shape to the water wave conveyed Maha 

Natee Sitandon in the decorative wall lamp which had symbolic motivation and the belief of 

universe. The seven circular ripples resembled the Sattaboripun Mountains that surrounding 

Phra Sumeru Mountain. The form from lights that shone through acrylic and coiling bamboo 

could create dimensions in wall decoration in terms of contemporary Lanna context.  
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Production process and materials resources 

The working process in this experimental set used industrial technology 

and materials in the production process for more than 70% and local handicraft for only 30% 

which the researcher counted as a weak point of the product. The objective of design in this 

case should emphasize on adding value of the products with local handicraft. Using acrylic 

material and LED light required high production cost. Overall, the researcher considered that 

the product was not successful in building value of design with handicraft.  

1.2.3 For the third set of this group, the researcher used the concept of Asian 

musical instruments that used lacquer coating in the past along with the study of echoing in 

materials and the attraction of the speaker from concrete material. The researcher was 

interested in the physical characteristic of the concrete surface that was grey and rough. When 

combined together with lacquered surface as a product, it created a new perspective to the 

lacquer object in contemporary decoration and reduced lacquer varnish which was costly. The 

making of concrete speaker mixed with lacquer ware required concrete and bamboo structure 

as the speaker box and the lacquer coated lathed wood as the reflective wall. This product was 

influenced by the concept of lessening “Oub” bowl structure in Lanna culture where one wall 

was left open as a sound channel.  

 

 

Figure  94 Speaker: concrete, bamboo, lacquer 
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Function 

The desktop speaker occurred from the study of Asian musical 

instruments in the past that were lacquered as the inspiration in the creation. However, the 

researcher did not want to make a lacquered musical instrument as in the past because the 

musical instruments were products in a specific group that had complexity in sound 

controlling which required advanced skills in making the instrument. The design in this case, 

the researcher used the concept from other products that conformed to sound by studying the 

materials and their sounding of the speakers under the Material Contrast concept. The speaker 

was a product that was functional and contemporary in today’s society. The main usage of the 

speaker was to connect the cable with a variety of sound generating devices for instance 

cellphone and portable amplifiers.  

Form and aesthetic 

The lacquer object in this set was still in the main concept of lessening 

Lanna Oub bowl shape as the main design concept. The speaker base was made of coiling 

bamboo coated with cement. It differed from the cover that used lacquered lathed wood 

technique. The boundary structure was arranged by seven tiers like the original Oub bowl 

shape which represented Phra Sumeru Mountain. One side was open to reflect the sound 

inside and to amplify out to the front. The difference between the cement surface and the 

lacquering created the harmony of the design and the contemporary decoration. Lessening the 

shape from the past and changing the materials made the product a new option in lacquer 

design.  

Production process and materials resources 

The form of this product might look contemporary but it mainly used 

the working process of the handicraft from the local artisans; the lathed mango wood from 

Tong-kai village and the coiling bamboo from Sri-pun-krua coated with cement. The study of 

designing speakers, the cement was the main material that was very interesting. The 

researcher used cement as the base to protect the vibration of the loudspeaker which needed 

light-weighted and porous material to absorb the sound. Meanwhile, the coiling bamboo 

structure helped the speaker base not to look dense or to be too heavy. Although, the speakers 

were considered the product from industry but the work still had cultural foundation in the 

production process and the inspiration that connected to local culture context. 
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1.3 The third group of objects was acoustic box series with the trapezoid form. 

 To proceed from the third set of products in the second group which was the 

speaker made of lacquer mixed with concrete, the researcher was interested in developing 

lacquer object by studying the lacquer property and sounding by coating lacquer varnish on 

various different wooden boards. The field study had gathered data on shape inspiration to 

inspire the design that conformed to cultural forms. From the field study and surveys data 

collection, the researcher analyzed shapes that correlated with other shapes in Lanna context 

in addition to the shape of lacquer ware. The shape that was mostly found in the area was 

trapezoid with a wide mouth opening in Lanna architecture and the cultural context that was 

related to function and traditional beliefs for instance, the wide mouth opening shape to 

decorate regalia, the Buddhist pulpit, and the scripture box. The design started from the search 

for cultural objects that correlated with lacquer ware and sounding. The researcher chose the 

Buddhist pulpit with a wide mouth opening in Queen Chamadevi vihara, Pong Yong Kok 

temple, Amphoe Hang Chat, Lampang province as a model. It has a beautiful shape, 

lacquered and decorated with gold pattern. Also, the location of this Buddhist pulpit in the 

vihara showed the functional purpose of amplifying sound in the open vihara. This Buddhist 

pulpit was located next to a closed wall to better reflect the voice from the preachment. This 

concept is applied in the contemporary context in amplifying purpose for acoustic boxes 

design. The boxes were used with the wireless speakers and to listen to iPhone music.  
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Figure 95 The Buddhist pulpit Pong Yong Kok temple,  Lampang province 

 

 

Figure 96 Scale model 1: 5 of Buddhist pulpit of  Pong Yong Krok temple 
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1.3.1 The first set of acoustic boxes rearranged trapezoid shape to create a 

new product. It considered how sound traveled and vibrated through the channel to increase 

the volume. It also considered the hypothesis of finishing surface of the musical instruments 

for example guitar, piano, and violin which did the finishing the surface only on the outside 

and retained the acoustic property of the wood inside. 

 

 

Figure 97 Models development. 

1.3.2 The development of the second set of acoustic boxes was a 

combination of the speakers’ properties and decorative furniture. The products were a lamp 

and a side-table to install the wireless speakers. The researcher created the product prototype 

by using fundamental components and recreating a new complex configuration. The sound 

channel was still the same as the first set to amplify the sound. Installing the wireless speakers 

and using an amplifying channel from the concept of combining it with a decorative pendant 

lamp allowed the sound to travel further from the high position. Moreover, it had the 

amplifying channels in all directions. Installing the speakers on the side-table was an option to 

listen to music in the living room or bedroom which had the amplifying channel on the top 

corner of the table as a hidden function concept.  
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Figure 98 Speaker models 

 

Figure 99  Decorative objects : new perspective on Lanna lacquering  

1.3.3 The third set of acoustic boxes was developed from the previous 

speakers as decorative furniture. Previously, the researcher thought that the product clearly 

showed the structure which was similar to a sculpture. Therefore, the researcher reversely 

thought to make the product in the lessening design concept to cut out the unnecessary parts 

as much as possible. Dieter Rams’ Good Design theory was used to show that a good design 

is unobtrusive and it is as little design as possible. 
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 Good design is Unobtrusive. Products fulfilling a purpose are like 

tools. They are neither decorative objects nor works of art. Their design should therefore be 

both neutral and restrained, to leave room for the user’s self-expression. 

 Good Design is little design as possible. Less, but better – because it 

concentrates on the essential aspects, and the products are not burdened with non-essentials. 

Back to purity, back to simplicity. 

 The tenth and last of Dieter Rams’ principles sums up everything what 

Rams’ work is about, it actually is the principle that can make the real difference in good 

design. According to Rams, good design is about making your work as functional as possible 

while keeping it in its purest form. 

 Something more is needed to finalize your design. Simplicity occurs 

though by not adding everything that you want, but by removing everything until nothing else 

can be removed. Source: Dieter Rams ten design principles (Brian Ling, 2013)  

 Finally, the lacquer object design in this set had all the details. It was a 

combination of the cultural shape concept, the coating that affected sounding, and the 

techniques in making musical instruments. This led the product to be simple in form and close 

to the inspiring model. All could be explained in every designing procedure.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 100  design simplify: cut out the unnecessary parts as much as possible. 
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Figure 101  mock up development in many dimension. 
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Figure 102  Design of Acoustic boxes in various type of woods.  
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Figure 103 Final design of Acoustic boxes: decibel test. 

 

Functional  

The product from this set came from the interest in musical instruments 

and how the lacquer affected the sounding from a research called, “Effects of oriental lacquer 

(urushi) coating on the vibrational properties of wood used for the soundboards of musical 

instruments” (Obataya, 2011: 33). Clearly, in the beginning the researcher used the inspiration 

of cultural form from the Buddhist pulpit with a wide mouth opening which focused more on 

shape and sounding than analyzing the material property and sounding. The product in the 

first set began from developing shape to test the amplifying property from the hypothesis. The 

second set focused on the decorative function and determining the direction of sound which 

made the product serve more as a decorative product than a product for sound quality. 

Therefore, the product was outstanding for the unique shape but it still had a weak point in 

using the material property to design a product that focused on sound quality. Consequently, 

the development of the last set of products focused directly on developing the product design 

by lessening the shape to a simplest form in order to study each lacquered wood property and 

the sounding property from the iPhone, as a sound generator. It was a work that had a main 
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functional purpose and it was a product in the contemporary culture. Coating lacquer on one 

side retained the physical beauty and the sounding property of wood and lacquer varnish. The 

last set of work was simple in design and met the objective of using lacquer varnish in a new 

perspective that could appropriately relate Lanna culture and life from the past to the present.  

Form and aesthetic 

Selecting shapes that conformed to culture in the past and could be 

evenly adjusted in the contemporary design was an important idea expression of the 

researcher in neo Lanna context design. If the researcher did not do the field study to find the 

cultural inspiration, the form of work would not be different from the original shapes of 

containers and utensils. For this project, the aesthetic in designing started from considering 

shapes that truly correlated with function from the Buddhist pulpit design in the past. The 

shape and sound amplifying property were what the researcher was interested in developing 

since the second group. However, using Oub bowl as the model for the second set of speakers 

was lack of connection between structure and function. But using wide mouth opening shape, 

the researcher was able to create work that was diversified from setting the hypothesis and 

then creating the form that was a half decorative and half functional art object. Then it came 

back to the main design concept, to serve direct function. What was interesting was the new 

product had a very similar form with the model but nicely retained the aesthetic of the 

material and the lacquered surface of the local handicraft.  

Production process and materials resources 

The concept for this set of product came from the Buddhist pulpit with 

a wide mouth opening that had a trapezoid shape. Therefore, taking the material in laying out 

pattern to cut the wood into consideration could prevent making scraps.  The flat wood board 

made it easy to lacquer and scrub which could reduce some production process. However, the 

local artisans still needed to improve on coating the surface because the other countries in the 

South East Asia could do better. Adjusting this product helped create a new perspective in 

local lacquer object production. The researcher had considered all procedures; selecting 

materials, choosing shapes that correlated with function in terms of production and 

contemporary form. It could motivate other groups of people to be interested in lacquer 

objects and people who thought that local handicraft products were the elderly’s preference or 

that lacquering technique was only the decoration of religious buildings.  
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2. Acoustic boxes test result by professional musicians and experts. 

Acoustic boxes test by professional musicians and experts to their view of 

the quality of the media (acoustic boxes). The audiences would sit in a "quiet room" 

and score call quality as they perceived it. The audiences were rate as a single number 

in the range 1 to 5, where 1 is very dissatisfied, and 5 is the very satisfied. The test 

conducted in main six satisfaction channel. They are: volume, bass, middle, treble, 

overall, and aesthetic. 

 
Table 10 Acoustic boxes Satisfaction evaluation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Evaluation by experts found that the volume of the box number 2 is satisfied, 

with score of 4.8. The bass of the box number 1 and 3 are satisfied with score of 3.8. The 

middle tone of the box number 2 and 5 are satisfied with score of 4 .The treble tone in every 

boxes are high satisfied, the score is over four but the most satisfaction of treble tone is the 

box number 2 with score of 4.6. The aesthetic appearances of the box number 4 and 5 are 

satisfied with score of  4.4. Overall results showed that the box with the greatest satisfaction 

was the box number 2 with score of 4.2, which made from Thai ebony (tone wood). It 

presented a beautiful harmony, and then it does not require lacquer to add features to the 

sound. The second place of overall satisfaction of the box is MDF box with lacquer coated is 

satisfied with score of 4. 

2.1 Acoustic boxes Test result by users and focus group 

Subjective sound quality test by the focus group as the human user's view of 

the quality of the media (acoustic box). MOS tool is a subjective measurement where listeners 

would sit in a "quiet room" and score call quality as they perceived it. The MOS is expressed 
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as a single number in the range 1 to 5, where 1 is lowest perceived audio quality, and 5 is the 

highest perceived audio quality measurement 
 

Table 11 Model Satisfaction by focus group 

First song Second song 
No Wood Lacquer Wood Lacquer 
 1 3 4 4 3 
 2 3 4 3 4 
 3 4 5 4 4 
 4 4 5 5 5 
 5 3 5 5 4 
 6 4 4 4 3 
 7 5 4 4 5 
 8 5 4 3 5 
 9 3 4 5 4 
 10 4 5 4 5 
 11 3 3 4 3 
 12 4 3 5 3 
 13 3 4 3 4 
 14 3 5 5 4 
 15 3 3 4 3 
 16 3 4 4 3 
 17 4 5 4 5 
 18 4 3 3 4 
 19 4 3 4 4 
 20 4 3 5 4 

 Total  73  80 82   79 
 Average  3.65  4 4.1  3.95  

 

The satisfaction result by rating scale of acoustic boxes by 20 audiences which 

have basic skills in music. The comparisons of two acoustic boxes made from the same wood 

(pine wood) with lacquer and non-lacquer. The basic test conducted on two tracks, First is 

classical music (Symphony no 5) and the second is acoustic guitar (I'm your). The wooden 

box with lacquer was satisfied in classical (Symphony no 5) with score of 4, while the non-

lacquer box was satisfied with score of 3.65. The non-lacquer box was satisfied in acoustic 
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guitar (I'm your) with scores of 4.1 while the box with lacquered is satisfied with score of 4.1. 

The results of both products have the satisfaction Satisfied. 

 

3. Acoustic boxes by computer test and sound analysis  

Overview sound analyzing with Cubase Version 5 concluded that the original 

audio file when played through iphone bass quality is not as good as the original file. Effect to 

the sound through the acoustic box by iphone as the primary source of sound cannot present a 

good quality in the bass. But there is a clear winner in the highs. Nearby the original song 

frequency is 800 Hz sound through acoustic box improves the transmission of sound from the 

iPhone as close to the original files in the frequency range of mid to high frequencies. 

 

 

Figure 104 Acoustic boxes Models coated and non-coated 

 

Table 12 Acoustic boxes Models 

 

Model 
No.1 

Model 
No.2 

Model 
No.3 

Model 
No.4 

Model 
No.5 

Model 
No.6 

Model 
No.7 

Thai 
Ebony 
 

Pine 
wood 

Thai 
Ebony + 
Pine ood 

Bamboo 
+ 
Lacquer 

Red 
wood 
+ 
Lacquer 

Pine 
wood 
+ 
Lacquer 

MDF 
+ 
Lacquer 
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Table 13 Cube base test result (Non-coated models 

Model 1 Thai ebony 
Acoustic Jazz Piano Rock 

 
 
The frequency of the sound through the acoustic box in all types of music as close to 
original audio with a frequency of about 800 Hz. Acoustics Boxes added sound features to 
make it sound quality better than a regular iPhone speaker. The frequency range of this box 
is close to the original file for piano with the frequency range of 700 Hz - 1.5 kHz. 

Model 2 Pine wood 
Acoustic Jazz Piano Rock 

 
 
The frequency of the sound through the acoustic box in all types of music as close to 
original audio with a frequency of about 800 Hz .Acoustics Boxes added sound features to 
make it sound quality better than a regular iPhone speaker. The frequency range of this box 
is close to the original files for acoustic song with the frequency range of 600 Hz - 2 kHz. 
 

Model 3 Thai ebony + Pine wood 
Acoustic Jazz Piano Rock 

 
 
The frequency of the sound through the acoustic box in all types of music as close to 
original audio with a frequency of about 800 Hz. Acoustics Boxes added sound features to 
make it sound quality better than a regular iPhone speaker. The frequency range of this box 
is close to the original file for piano with the frequency range of 700 Hz - 1 kHz. And rock 
with the frequency range of 2 kHz - 4 kHz. 
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Table 14 Cube base test result (Coated Models) 

Model 4 bamboo coated 
Acoustic Jazz Piano Rock 

 
The frequency of the sound through the acoustic  box in all types of music as close to 
original audio with a frequency of about 800 Hz . Acoustics Boxes added sound features to 
make it sound quality better than a regular iPhone speaker. The frequency range of this box 
is close to the original file for piano with the frequency range of 700 Hz - 1 kHz. And rock 
with the frequency range of 2.5kHz - 4 kHz. 
The overall sound quality of the box no.4 is not present a good quality due to the big 
difference gap in the frequency range. 
 

Model 5 red wood coated 
Acoustic Jazz Piano Rock 

 
The frequency of the sound through the acoustic  box in all types of music as close to 
original audio with a frequency of about 800 Hz . Acoustics Boxes added sound features to 
make it sound quality better than a regular iPhone speaker. The frequency range of this box 
is close to the original file for piano with the frequency range of 600 Hz - 1 kHz. And rock 
with the frequency range of 1.5kHz – 2.5kHz. 
 

Model 6 Pine wood coated 
Acoustic Jazz Piano Rock 

 
The frequency of the sound through the acoustic box in all types of music as close to 
original audio with a frequency of about 800 Hz . Acoustics Boxes added sound features to 
make it sound quality better than a regular iPhone speaker. The frequency range of this box 
is close to the original files for piano with the frequency range of 600 Hz - 1 kHz. And rock 
with the frequency range of 1.5kHz – 2.5 kHz. 
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Table 14 Cube base test result (Coated Models) (continued) 
 

Model 7 Lacquer  
Acoustic Jazz Piano Rock 

 
The frequency of the sound through the acoustic  box in all types of music as close to 
original audio with a frequency of about 800 Hz . Acoustics Boxes added sound features to 
make it sound quality better than a regular iPhone speaker. The frequency range of this box 
is close to the original files for piano is the box No. 4 with the frequency range of 700 Hz - 
1 kHz. And rock with the frequency range of 2kHz - 3 kHz. 
 

 

Table 15  Frequency test result 

 

The graph shows the frequency test result of high, middle, and low frequency 

response of acoustic box at a distance of 0.5 m. Acoustic box number 1 shows its best in 

treble while acoustic box number 5 is best for the mids and acoustic box number 2. has the 

best for bass. All acoustic box models present a good quality in all the highs. and their overall 

sound quality are better than the regular iPhone speaker which is test in the same distance 

 

 

 

‐50

‐40

‐30

‐20

‐10

0

box 01 box 02 box 03 box 04 box 05 box 06 box 07 normal 
on 
desk

length 0.5 m

LOW MED HIGH
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Table 16 The best two places by frequency test 

  LOW MED HIGH 

box 01 -34.4 -15.2 -17.1 

box 02 -31.6 -12.8 -19.8 

box 03 -33.1 -14.5 -18.8 

box 04 -32.5 -12.7 -17.9 

box 05 -32.2 -9.1 -18.4 

box 06 -33 -18.2 -18.6 

box 07 -33.1 -12.4 -18.2 
normal on 
desk -38.2 -23.8 -26.2 

  

difference 0.8 0.38 0.65 

Considering the overall sound in all dimensions include the properties in the bass, 

medium, high found that the box has the ability to provide an overview of the best 2 places in 

all dimensions in the acoustic box number 5. 

 

Table 17 The test frequency table Note the use of the frequency of the A 6 level. 

 

Recording the frequency of the sound were separate the frequency divide by 5 range. 

They are 110 Hz, 220Hz, 440Hz, 880Hz and 1760Hz which the low frequency range 110 Hz 

and 220 Hz sound is not able to record. The lowest frequency range of 440 Hz (Low) was 

record and result that the box no. 2, no.5, and no.3 present the quality of sound which is 

closed to the original file. The mid frequency 880 Hz was record and result that the box no.5, 

no.7, no.4 are close to the original file. The High frequency 1760Hz test result indicated that 

the box no.1, no.4, no.7 are present the sound quality close to the original file, Consideration 

Audio Frequencies Recording Result 

110 Hz Cannot Record 

220 Hz Cannot Record 

440 Hz ( Low) Box 2,Box 5, Box 3 

880 Hz (Med) Box 5, Box7,Box 4 

1760 Hz (High) Box 1,Box4 Box 7 
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from the analysis has shown that the group of acoustic box with lacquer can provide similar 

sound of acoustic box than the non-lacquer group. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 105   Frequency range of musical instruments 

 

The figure shows Frequency range of musical instruments: 27 – 4200 Hz. Piano 

has the lowest tone 27.5 Hz and the highest tone, 4186 Hz. The analysis of acoustic box 

appeared that the woodwinds music instruments present the frequency range which is similar 

to the feature of acoustic box frequency response. Consideration if the original audio give a 

frequency range as close as the acoustic box response that meant to the sound quality for the 

audiences. The woodwinds music instruments such as flute, piccolo, oboe and clarinet and 

female voice present a similar frequency response as the acoustic box. Even the music 
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instruments such as piano and violin can present the good quality of mid and treble transmit 

acoustic box but it could appeared poor sound for bass.   
 

 

Figure 106 All Models and studio time line. 
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Figure 107 Design studio and Practice 
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Figure 108 Final Model Dimension 
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Chapter 6 

                    Research outcome, Discussion and Conclusion 

 

1. Research outcome 

A collection of New Lanna lacquer objects by combining Lanna traditional 

lacquer techniques and Lanna characteristics in a contemporary context by a new perspective 

are in three case studies. All models are inspired by traditional forms and technique which is 

applied to new product in contemporary design objects. A series of acoustic boxes for iPhone 

presents a case study of wooden pulpit in trapezoids forms to create new lacquer objects by 

concerning of lacquer properties, materials use and combine traditional process with new 

form for lacquer production. Contemporary use  of lacquer coated for acoustic properties in 

woods presents a new perspective of Lanna lacquer objects as a way to describe, 

conceptualize and analyse Lanna characteristic through new traditional forms. Acoustic boxes 

sound analyzes with Cubase Version 5 concluded that all acoustic box models present a good 

quality in all the highs and their overall sound quality are better than the regular iPhone 

speaker which is test in the same distance. During this research the researcher conducted 

many lacquer workshop to encourage young local people and design students to use the 

process of lacquer production to create new product and many of them are appreciated and 

interested in the lacquer objects. Since, the researcher presents a new perspective on Lanna 

lacquering. Many organizations such as Thailand Creative and Design Center Chiang Mai and 

young local artists would like to join with this project and conduct more lacquer workshop for 

future development. 

 

2. Discussion and design contributions. 

After analyzing product development problems in lacquerware, this research has 

developed new products using traditional form to create design concepts, studies of material 

properties, and studies of cultural formats that comply with functional design to serve as case 

studies and to set examples for local lacquering development. The conclusions are as 

followed. 
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2.1 Lacquer coating maintain the acoustic properties of wood. 

The coating in lacquer of wooden instrument has been a sound-amplifying 

technique in the past. By coating various kinds of tone woods in the amplifying material 

properties that lacquer offers, the different properties were tested in case product prototypes “ 

Acoustic Lacquer accessories” In local lacquering production, the lacquer craftsmen apply 

lacquer coating of only 5-6 layers. It is relevant to the study of product design that 

requiresacoustic properties. 

2.2 The development of traditional forms to design concept. 

 Literature reviews, field surveys and object structures involving lacquer 

coating in Lanna culture were analyzed as to their relation of function and structure in 

traditional culture. The information directly informed the prototype designs.The case study 

cited “Pak Kaban”form for the design. The particular form has trapezoid-shaped sides with 

the upper sides that spread out. The form appears in Lanna architecture, manuscript cases, and 

the wooden pulpits for Dhamma sermons. The survey found this “Pak Kraban” form 

conformed to Lanna aesthetic identity and it enriched users’ use and perspective. The case 

study has used wooden pulpit from Pongyangkok Temple, Lampang Province as the main 

inspiration for designing loudspeakers. 

2.3 Raw materials are costly, the reduction of lacquer sap and lacquer 

processing must be a priority.  

 The coating process was reduced by considering sap’s physical properties and 

making it suitable for the designed product by coating the lacquer for 5-6 layers on only one 

side. It will still retain the acoustic properties and the visual aesthetics of the wood. As seen in 

tourist-market aimed lacquerware, the basic concern in upgrading local lacquerware products 

is fine surface preparation before decorating. Furthermore, the reduction of lacquering area or 

decoration techniques helps minimize manufacturing time improving lacquer techniques and 

skills to create a better and finer lacquered surface on which to apply decorative techniques 

would add value to the local lacquerware products. 

2.4 There is a clear need for lacquering technique conservation and 

lacquerware production development.  

 As the field surveys demonstrate, a problem that persists in lacquer 

production is that the skills of the existing artisans are not being passed on to the next 

generation. The number of lacquer artisans is falling, from this case, the gap between the 

experts and the development of lacquering seems to be an obstacle in product quality 
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development. From the case study, adjusting lacquering product forms to make them look 

simple and contemporary is another way to reduce the gap between traditional style items and 

the new generation so they can be more interested in the cultural wisdom. Therefore, the 

benefits of lacquer sap can be applied in more various forms. This idea will also have an 

effect on conservation and development in the future. The case study begins from coating 

only 5-6 layers of lacquer, but done so delicately as to display the clear outshine black 

surface. This new aesthetic objective will provide opportunities to improve lacquer coating 

techniques and skills as a basis in creating good quality products to add value to the future, 

less minimalist products. 

2.5 Applying lacquer’s coating properties when designing structures with 

other materials will increase the variety of product development.  

 In the past, the research and development of lacquerware products only 

focused on the surface decoration techniques, while the structures remained more or less the 

same. Implementing the study of material properties to inform design innovation, the use and 

function of lacquerware can be made relevant to the main structure of the product from the 

very beginning of design, starting from materials selection. In this study, the researcher 

mentioned acoustic properties of the wood and the lacquer coating in designing loudspeakers. 

In future research, the researcher will study other possibilities when considering materials by 

looking at hemp fabric properties paired with lacquer coating to develop other products. This 

designing path serves as an opportunity for those who are interested in lacquer coating to use 

the materials to develop various designs both in structures and coating techniques. 

 

3.  Finding Summary according to research objectives 

3.1 Data collection of Lanna lacquer evolution, the changing of lacquer culture 

from past to present and other influences with effect the Lanna lacquer production.  

3.2  New finishing process of Lanna lacquer create new aesthetic of  the  unique 

semi matt surface by using silk cocoon for final polishing. 

3.3  New Lanna form presents New characteristic of Lanna lacquer objects 

inspired from traditional lacquer object and Lanna architecture art form. 

3.4 Using the properties of Lacquer itself and traditional technique for creating 

New Lanna Lacquer objects. (Reflection of light and sound) 
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3.5 Preserve traditional of lacquer techniques and sustain the local lacquer 

communities and bring the lacquer knowledge to encourage young people and new designer 

to work with local lacquer communities.  

 

4. Conclusion 

This practice-based research can be divided into three parts. The first part is data 

collection and analysis, while the second part relates to design development. Lacquerware in 

the past was created using local wisdom and the third part is design and product analysis.  

This has been considered in terms of its distinctive identity and functionality. The current 

situation of Lanna lacquer is that it faces the problems of new product development, the 

limited experience of the craftsmen and over use of raw materials. These are problems for the 

future in terms of both Lanna lacquer conservation and its development. It is necessary to 

solve this problem by improving traditional techniques as well as being in line with 

contemporary style. An in-depth study of Lanna lacquering should be undertaken and should 

be used to assist in combining traditional lacquering techniques (with the reflection of 

customs, beliefs and culture from traditional Lacquer ware) with lacquer conservation. It 

should be applied in combination with contemporary market needs which, in turn, will also 

positively affect the lives of artisans. As for the future challenges, “New perspective of LanNa 

lacquering” demonstrates an alternative idea of local craft development under the neo-Lanna 

movement and design methodology. The study of the Lanna lacquer evolution highlighted the 

identities of Lanna lacquer and its initial inspirations. Experimental design is the one of 

methodologies needed to create new lacquer products step-by-step from the lacquer 

production process, and to expand new ideas for local product development. The survey of 

traditional lacquers opens up new ideas with regard to Lanna traditional forms in order to 

create new products. The consideration of material properties inspires new ideas for product 

development. Moreover, in order to preserve the cultural identity in terms of local crafts, and 

to sustain the livelihood of traditional artisans, it is necessary to consider the situation in two 

ways: firstly, to continue with traditional technique conservation, secondly, to combine the 

traditional identities and techniques with contemporary use as the way to stimulate and 

sustain development. 
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5. Examiners suggestions  

 5.1  Asian music instruments if it coated with lacquer can be use approximately 

10 years because of lacquer surface could be harder. This can affect the sound quality of those 

instruments and their acoustic properties. The researcher may continue future research of 

acoustic properties on the sound qualities of lacquer coating which is according by time after 

final coated. 

 5.2  For future development of Lanna lacquer product. The researcher should be 

considering more on decorative motif and coloring not only from traditional colors but apply 

non-toxic pigments to create more varieties of contemporary lacquer objects. 

 5.3 The traditional forms inspiration of this lacquer collection are more focus on 

functional use. For future research, the researcher may use other Lanna traditional forms to 

create more varieties of lacquer collection. New lacquer objects can be inspiring by non-

lacquer objects in Lanna area. 
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New Perspective on Lanna Lacquering : Acoustic Box for iPhone  

Name……………………………………………………Age…………………………… 

Occupation………………………………………………………………………….……. 

Mean opinion score : A measure of sound quality 

 

MOS Quality Impairment 

5 Excellent Imperceptible 

4 Good Perceptible but not annoying 

3 Fair Slightly annoying 

2 Poor Annoying 

1 Bad Very annoying 

 

Test 1 Symphony No. 5 in C Minor 

 

MOS Quality Model 1 Model 2 

5 Excellent   

4 Good   

3 Fair   

2 Poor   

1 Bad   

 

Test 2 I’m your (Jason Mraz, Acoustic guitar) 

 

MOS Quality Model 1 Model 2 

5 Excellent   

4 Good   

3 Fair   

2 Poor   

1 Bad   
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Test 3 Killing Me Softly with His song ( Fugees, The Score) 

 

MOS Quality Model 1 Model 2 

5 Excellent   

4 Good   

3 Fair   

2 Poor   

1 Bad   
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Acoustic iPhone Speakers  

Satisfaction Evaluations 

 Name................................specialist................................Type of music............................ 

 

 1. Pine wood 2.Thai Ebony 3.Red wood 4.Bamboo 5 MDF  

5 4 3 2 1 

Very satisfied 

 

Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Very 

Dissatisfied 

 

Model 

No. 

Aesthetic Average 

5 4 3 2 1 

1.       

2.       

3.       

4.       

5.       

 

Model 

No. 

Volume Average 

5 4 3 2 1 

1.       

2.       

3.       

4.       

5.       
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Model 

No. 

Bass Average 

5 4 3 2 1 

1.       

2.       

3.       

4.       

5.       

 

Model 

No. 

Middle Average 

5 4 3 2 1 

1.       

2.       

3.       

4.       

5.       

 

Model 

No. 

Treble Average 

5 4 3 2 1 

1.       

2.       

3.       

4.       

5.       
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Model 

No. 

Overall Average 

5 4 3 2 1 

1.       

2.       

3.       

4.       

5.       

 

Suggustion 

……………………………………………………………………………………………..……

…………………………………………………………………….……………………………

…………………………………………………………………….……………………………

…………………………………………………………………………….…………………… 

……./……../…….. 
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Table18 Decibel test: Acoustic box speaker model 1 louder than internal iPhone 4 

speaker 10 decibel in average 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
2012:02:23 14:22:41.255 average: 80.039803, peak: 80.079697 
2012:02:23 14:22:41.353 average: 81.932998, peak: 81.949899 
2012:02:23 14:22:41.453 average: 80.750498, peak: 80.769098 
2012:02:23 14:22:41.554 average: 85.195007, peak: 85.195007 
2012:02:23 14:22:41.653 average: 83.204077, peak: 83.328942 
2012:02:23 14:22:41.756 average: 80.651378, peak: 80.676373 
2012:02:23 14:22:41.852 average: 82.570433, peak: 82.600696 
2012:02:23 14:22:41.952 average: 81.311046, peak: 81.320345 
2012:02:23 14:22:42.051 average: 83.146069, peak: 83.146069 
2012:02:23 14:22:42.151 average: 81.487788, peak: 81.487788 
2012:02:23 14:22:42.251 average: 80.972867, peak: 80.979627 
2012:02:23 14:22:42.352 average: 80.650106, peak: 80.650106 
2012:02:23 14:22:42.452 average: 81.386183, peak: 81.386183 
2012:02:23 14:22:42.554 average: 82.172470, peak: 82.175528 
2012:02:23 14:22:42.653 average: 80.112375, peak: 80.220548 
2012:02:23 14:22:42.753 average: 78.716494, peak: 78.736376 
2012:02:23 14:22:42.851 average: 82.195478, peak: 82.195478 
2012:02:23 14:22:42.953 average: 81.532236, peak: 81.756889 
2012:02:23 14:22:43.056 average: 80.235564, peak: 80.235564 
2012:02:23 14:22:43.153 average: 83.499064, peak: 83.504853 
2012:02:23 14:22:43.252 average: 81.626273, peak: 81.677482 
2012:02:23 14:22:43.351 average: 83.500588, peak: 83.500588 
2012:02:23 14:22:43.451 average: 81.676984, peak: 81.676984 
2012:02:23 14:22:43.551 average: 80.574233, peak: 80.599074 
2012:02:23 14:22:43.652 average: 78.499670, peak: 78.501727 
2012:02:23 14:22:43.752 average: 76.588903, peak: 76.591806 
2012:02:23 14:22:43.851 average: 79.637305, peak: 79.692792 
2012:02:23 14:22:43.955 average: 81.119235, peak: 81.119235 
2012:02:23 14:22:44.053 average: 80.261033, peak: 80.261033 
2012:02:23 14:22:44.154 average: 79.488676, peak: 79.493159 
2012:02:23 14:22:44.253 average: 80.765679, peak: 80.765679 
2012:02:23 14:22:44.350 average: 80.063958, peak: 80.081171 
2012:02:23 14:22:44.451 average: 82.111716, peak: 82.161544 
2012:02:23 14:22:44.550 average: 79.600097, peak: 79.600764 
2012:02:23 14:22:44.658 average: 80.431580, peak: 80.431817 
2012:02:23 14:22:44.750 average: 83.953735, peak: 83.953735 
2012:02:23 14:22:44.855 average: 79.023860, peak: 79.256539 
2012:02:23 14:22:44.955 average: 81.386082, peak: 81.386082 
2012:02:23 14:22:45.052 average: 82.447648, peak: 82.454222 
2012:02:23 14:22:45.154 average: 82.113543, peak: 82.119868 
2012:02:23 14:22:45.254 average: 85.387331, peak: 85.451234 
2012:02:23 14:22:45.355 average: 84.135991, peak: 84.135991 
2012:02:23 14:22:45.452 average: 83.323239, peak: 83.323239 
2012:02:23 14:22:45.552 average: 80.945816, peak: 81.067439 
2012:02:23 14:22:45.651 average: 80.213069, peak: 80.227258 
2012:02:23 14:22:45.751 average: 79.942822, peak: 79.942822 
2012:02:23 14:22:45.855 average: 79.478513, peak: 79.478513 
2012:02:23 14:22:45.959 average: 84.515903, peak: 84.515903 
2012:02:23 14:22:46.054 average: 83.249169, peak: 83.303469 
2012:02:23 14:22:46.155 average: 81.669063, peak: 81.718675 
2012:02:23 14:22:46.254 average: 81.184153, peak: 81.189180 
2012:02:23 14:22:46.352 average: 80.162675, peak: 80.162675 
2012:02:23 14:22:46.534 average: 76.568151, peak: 76.707833 
2012:02:23 14:22:46.552 average: 77.410281, peak: 77.416828 
2012:02:23 14:22:46.651 average: 77.710177, peak: 77.800842 
2012:02:23 14:22:46.751 average: 76.712725, peak: 76.740585 
2012:02:23 14:22:46.850 average: 77.254797, peak: 77.254797 
2012:02:23 14:22:46.957 average: 78.342144, peak: 78.342144 
2012:02:23 14:22:47.051 average: 74.936617, peak: 74.937595 
2012:02:23 14:22:47.154 average: 77.431883, peak: 77.431883 
2012:02:23 14:22:47.254 average: 77.923270, peak: 78.147061 
2012:02:23 14:22:47.354 average: 76.443064, peak: 76.445983 
2012:02:23 14:22:47.453 average: 83.134869, peak: 83.134869 
2012:02:23 14:22:47.551 average: 79.371058, peak: 79.371058 

  
2012:02:23 14:24:18.254 average: 70.578621, peak: 70.578621 
2012:02:23 14:24:18.352 average: 71.041531, peak: 71.044196 
2012:02:23 14:24:18.452 average: 70.720777, peak: 70.740779 
2012:02:23 14:24:18.552 average: 69.109647, peak: 69.109647 
2012:02:23 14:24:18.652 average: 70.625666, peak: 70.636373 
2012:02:23 14:24:18.754 average: 68.804586, peak: 68.804586 
2012:02:23 14:24:18.857 average: 69.605345, peak: 69.624877 
2012:02:23 14:24:18.955 average: 70.810639, peak: 70.832060 
2012:02:23 14:24:19.055 average: 70.823329, peak: 70.860608 
2012:02:23 14:24:19.156 average: 71.023284, peak: 71.023284 
2012:02:23 14:24:19.256 average: 70.031160, peak: 70.031160 
2012:02:23 14:24:19.356 average: 71.167301, peak: 71.177071 
2012:02:23 14:24:19.455 average: 71.058517, peak: 71.159527 
2012:02:23 14:24:19.554 average: 74.392826, peak: 74.402968 
2012:02:23 14:24:19.654 average: 73.027449, peak: 73.061865 
2012:02:23 14:24:19.753 average: 72.205442, peak: 72.233458 
2012:02:23 14:24:19.852 average: 72.451429, peak: 72.498897 
2012:02:23 14:24:19.952 average: 70.221521, peak: 70.309308 
2012:02:23 14:24:20.055 average: 71.814358, peak: 71.822207 
2012:02:23 14:24:20.157 average: 71.414037, peak: 71.459289 
2012:02:23 14:24:20.254 average: 71.696386, peak: 71.716974 
2012:02:23 14:24:20.356 average: 73.034989, peak: 73.041692 
2012:02:23 14:24:20.455 average: 72.487114, peak: 72.487114 
2012:02:23 14:24:20.557 average: 71.661916, peak: 71.661916 
2012:02:23 14:24:20.654 average: 72.493857, peak: 72.500482 
2012:02:23 14:24:20.753 average: 71.451839, peak: 71.451839 
2012:02:23 14:24:20.854 average: 73.325449, peak: 73.338080 
2012:02:23 14:24:20.953 average: 70.395887, peak: 70.411796 
2012:02:23 14:24:21.053 average: 71.878142, peak: 71.931812 
2012:02:23 14:24:21.152 average: 72.287683, peak: 72.287683 
2012:02:23 14:24:21.252 average: 71.764305, peak: 71.769358 
2012:02:23 14:24:21.355 average: 71.632626, peak: 71.660814 
2012:02:23 14:24:21.457 average: 71.458992, peak: 71.620751 
2012:02:23 14:24:21.555 average: 71.451008, peak: 71.460307 
2012:02:23 14:24:21.654 average: 71.509941, peak: 71.511193 
2012:02:23 14:24:21.751 average: 69.952404, peak: 69.990690 
2012:02:23 14:24:21.857 average: 69.508143, peak: 69.525653 
2012:02:23 14:24:21.953 average: 71.247941, peak: 71.250759 
2012:02:23 14:24:22.053 average: 71.212906, peak: 71.222129 
2012:02:23 14:24:22.152 average: 69.813072, peak: 69.886192 
2012:02:23 14:24:22.252 average: 72.142401, peak: 72.142401 
2012:02:23 14:24:22.358 average: 70.449796, peak: 70.449796 
2012:02:23 14:24:22.457 average: 70.180847, peak: 70.180847 
2012:02:23 14:24:22.553 average: 69.307680, peak: 69.307680 
2012:02:23 14:24:22.653 average: 70.858651, peak: 70.950304 
2012:02:23 14:24:22.755 average: 71.172113, peak: 71.211853 
2012:02:23 14:24:22.856 average: 70.265476, peak: 70.265476 
2012:02:23 14:24:22.953 average: 70.526223, peak: 70.526223 
2012:02:23 14:24:23.053 average: 70.766647, peak: 70.792630 
2012:02:23 14:24:23.152 average: 71.050947, peak: 71.065575 
2012:02:23 14:24:23.252 average: 74.164876, peak: 74.164876 
2012:02:23 14:24:23.358 average: 69.991446, peak: 70.028996 
2012:02:23 14:24:23.459 average: 71.090268, peak: 71.090268 
2012:02:23 14:24:23.557 average: 72.557402, peak: 72.560436 
2012:02:23 14:24:23.653 average: 69.451687, peak: 69.472970 
2012:02:23 14:24:23.755 average: 71.618893, peak: 71.622999 
2012:02:23 14:24:23.853 average: 72.012674, peak: 72.012674 
2012:02:23 14:24:23.954 average: 70.185770, peak: 70.213478 
2012:02:23 14:24:24.054 average: 71.480648, peak: 71.502237 
2012:02:23 14:24:24.156 average: 70.225389, peak: 70.285406 
2012:02:23 14:24:24.252 average: 73.440390, peak: 73.440390 
2012:02:23 14:24:24.358 average: 70.761283, peak: 70.785638 
2012:02:23 14:24:24.458 average: 70.046099, peak: 70.051146 
2012:02:23 14:24:24.557 average: 70.490414, peak: 70.495242 
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Figure 109 Formal Documents : Conference certificate, Invitation letter,  Acceptance 

letter for Silpakorn international journal 
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Figure 110 Okinawa-Thailand Exchange Art Exhibition, Chiang Mai 2012 

 

Figure111 50 years Anniversary Faculty of Fine Arts Chiang Mai University, BACC 

Bangkok 2014 
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Figure 112 Asian Lacquer Symposium, Buffalo State University,New York. 2013 

 

   

 

Figure113 Japan-Myanmar,Lacquer Craft Exchang Perearch Program, Bagan, Myanmar 

2014. 
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